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A bstract
An adaptive control a lgorithm  based on A lbus’ CM AC (C erebellar Model Ar­
ticulation Controller) was stud ied  w ith em phasis 011 how to  build a Multilayered 
CMAC Control System. This concept has been devised to  circum vent the excessive 
m em ory requirem ents of CM AC controllers for com plex control system s with m any 
inputs. The Neighborhood Sequential Training technique was devised as a general 
CM AC train ing  technique. This train ing  technique is straightforw ard  to  im plem ent 
and well m atched to G'MAC’s m em ory generalization. A two-layered CMAC control 
m odule was sim ulated for a  six dim ensional CMAC problem  of tra jec to ry  control 
for a six degree of freedom  m an ipu lato r. Layering was accom plished by the decom ­
position of direct m ovem ents of the  m an ipu lato r end-effector in C artesian  space into 
th ree sequential orthogonal sub-m ovem ents. The neighborhood sequential training 
was used to tra in  individual CM ACs in the CMAC control m odule. T he resulting 
system  reduced the m em ory requirem ent by almost, two orders of m agnitude. The 
m anipu lato r tracked a  s tra igh t line p a th  w ith average deviation error of less than  
0.17 cm for a gross end-effector m ovem ent of 22.650 cm.
C hapter 1 
In trod u ction
In recent, years, autom atically  controlled m achines and  industria l robots have 
becom e increasingly im p o rtan t in industria l au tom ation  th roughou t the  world. In ­
dustria l robots, which are defined as “com puter controlled m echanical m anipulators 
used in industria l applications,” [27] have been used to  reduce labor costs, to re­
move hum ans from  m onotonous work, to  im prove m anufacturing  productiv ity  and 
to  perform  tasks under extrem ely hazardous conditions. A lthough to d a y ’s indus­
tria l robots are controlled by com puters, their tasks are simple positioning works 
such as m ateria l handling, pain t spraying, spot/arc. welding, foundary  operation 
and p arts  assembly.
The robot arm  control problem  is one of m aintain ing a prescribed m otion for 
the arm  along a desired tra jec to ry  by applying corrective torques to  the actuators 
to  com pensate for any deviations of the arm  from the trajecto ry . T he m otion 
dynam ics of an n degree of freedom  m anipu lato r are inherently  nonlinear and can 
be described only by a  set of n highly coupled, nonlinear, second-order ordinary
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differential equations [24]. T he dynam ic param eters  of a m an ipu la to r vary with 
the  position of the joints, which are them selves rela ted  by com plex trigonom etric 
transform ations. Hence, the com plete solution of equations of m otion for a multilink 
m an ipu la to r is com putationally  quite expensive and  m ay not be feasible in real-tim e. 
Even off-line calculations frequently require simplifying approxim ations.
D espite these com plications, m ost industria l robotic m an ipu lato rs are presently 
controlled using simple servom echanism s th a t independently  control each degree of 
freedom  [41]. These servom echanism  controls do not adequately  m odel the varying 
dynam ics of a m anipu lato r and  they neglect the coupling effects of the joints. As 
a result, m anipulators are generally moved a t slow speeds so as not to  excite with 
unnecessary vibrations. T he m anipu lato rs m ay perform  adequately  only over a 
lim ited range of situations. Consequently, high perform ance tra jec to ry  control is 
usually not achieved.
The capability of robot system s could be greatly  im proved by the  addition of 
an electronic m em ory and digital control circuitry  th a t would enable a robot to 
store several program s and to  select one or ano ther depending on different input 
com m ands or feedback from external sensors. However, feedback is lim ited to in­
form ation abou t joint position, com bined w ith interlock and tim ing signals. Also, 
providing a robot with a capacity for in teracting  w ith uncertain ties in the workspace 
requires the a ttachm ent of m any sensors to  robots. This increases the technical dif­
ficulty of the  com putations and  tends to  produce a large and  com plex database  to
describe the  sta tes of the  m an ipu la to r and the  environm ent.
Extensive use of feedback inform ation places new dem ands on the  industria l m a­
n ipu la to r controllers beyond the sim ple servo feedback control problem . A m ajo r 
problem  th a t arises in the  execution of com plex tasks is the  developm ent of ap ­
p ropria te  control algorithm s which tran sla te  the  inpu t and  sensor signals in to  the 
control com m ands. C onventional preprogram m ing of all possibilities soon becom es 
very tedious due to  the large num ber of inde term inate  param eters . For such high 
level tasks, the  in te rp re ta tio n  of the process feedback signals can be very complex. 
For handling these and rela ted  problem s, the fu tu re generation of industria l robots 
will need a form  of autonom ous intelligence employing advanced control techniques. 
T he ability of learning system s to  cope w ith problem s w ith only a lim ited am ount 
of a priori inform ation m akes this kind of approach highly in teresting  for the  au to ­
m atic control of m anipu la to rs working in an unknow n environm ent [47].
O n th e  o ther hand , some theorists have tried  to em ploy control algorithm s th a t 
use well-organized tab u la r d a ta  to  drive system s w ith com plicated dynam ics [43]. 
O ne of the m ost im p o rtan t feature of the tabu lar control techniques is to use the 
results of com plicated calculations for control. The tim e penalty  of actually doing 
the  calculation is incurred off-line. In a typical tab u la r control m ethod , a discrete 
subset of the  independent variables of the original equations of m otion is param ­
eterized. In o rder for the  param eterized  equations to  be useful, simplified forms 
m ust be available for a  large set of p aram eter values. T hen , as the num ber of p a ra ­
m etric variables increase, the m em ory requirem ents for evaluation of the equations 
of m otion grows unacceptably  large.
Theorists in terested  in advanced control techniques and  physiologists guided by 
experim ental findings have investigated com plex m anipu lation  tasks perform ed by 
biological organism s. T he biological solution allows the  organism s to  learn through 
practice, to  generalize tra in ing  betw een sim ilar m ovem ents, and  to  adap t to m e­
chanical and  sensory changes. M oreover, recent anatom ical and neurophysiological 
studies of the  cerebellum  [1] have led to  a theory  concerning th e  functional oper­
ations of the  cerebellum  [7]. Some basic principles of how the  cerebellum  accom ­
plishes m otor behavior have been organized by J . S. Albus in to  a m athem atical 
m odel, C erebellar M odel A rticu lation  C ontroller (CM A C) [3].
CM AC is “a neurological model that illustrates how the brain uses m em ory recall 
to compute most o f its mathematical func tions” [8]. CM AC com putes control func­
tions by referring to  a tab le  stored in com puter m em ory in a d is tribu ted  fashion 
ra th e r th a n  by solving analytic equations. CM AC typically involves very simple 
run-tim e com putations th a t execute w ith high speed based on the  results of compli­
cated offline calculations for control, bu t requires very large m em ory storing d a ta  
descriptive of the m an ip u la to r’s control function. A nother advantage of CMAC is 
th a t its tab u la r n a tu re  m akes it easy to  incorpora te  sim ple form s of learning and 
adap ta tion .
T here are two m ajo r draw backs w ith CM AC. F irs t, the re  is a certain  level of
errors in CMAC o u tp u ts  since continuous inpu t variables m ust be quantized to  fit. 
in to  available d iscrete m em ory [18]. If the available m em ory tab le  is very lim ited, it 
can be very hard  to  achieve a  desired level of perform ance. Second, the  size of the 
m em ory tables grows exponentially with the num ber of s ta te  variables and control 
inpu ts  needed to  characterize a dynam ic system  [42]. A lthough the cost of solid 
s ta te  m em ory is dropping  dram atically  and  m em ory technologies are continually 
im proving [41], th is is a serious problem  for CMAC when the  s ta te  of a control 
system  depends on m any inpu ts.
T he objectives of this d issertation  are: (1) to  devise Neighborhood Sequential 
Training m ethod  as a  general CM AC training technique, (2) to  devise and study a 
m ultilayered CM AC system  to  circum vent the rapid grow th in  m em ory requirem ents 
as the  num ber of inpu ts  is increased, and (3) to  sim ulate a  m ultilayered CMAC 
control system  for a six dim ensional CMAC problem  of tra jec to ry  control for a ? x 
degree of freedom  m an ipu lato r.
C hapter 2 
B ackground
In 1971, a  com prehensive thoery  of cerebellar functions was presented based on 
the known anatom y and  physiology of the  cerebellum  [1]. J. S. Albus proposed 
a theoretical m odel of the  cerebellum  based on the theory of cerebellar functions 
[2]. In 1975, CMAC (C erebellar Model A rticulation Controller) was proposed as a 
new approach  to  m an ipu la to r control [3]. CMAC combines inpu t com m ands and 
feedback variables into an  in p u t vector which is used to  address m em ory where the 
appropria te  ou tp u t variables are stored. Each address consists of a set of physical 
m em ory locations, the  arithm etic  sum  of whose contents is the value of the stored 
variable. Hence, in the CM AC control m ethod, control functions for m any degrees 
of freedom  can be com puted by referring to a table ra th e r th an  by m athem atical 
solution of sim ultaneous equations.
Since control function values are stored in the m em ory table, the d a ta  storage 
(train ing) for the m an ipu la to r control function in the  CM AC m em ory is essential. 
Basically, storage of a control function in the CM AC m em ory is an iterative proce­
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dure. T he CMAC train ing  algorithm  is assum ed to  converge as long as the  control 
function th a t is stored  in the  CMAC m em ory th rough  iterative procedures ( tra in ­
ing techniques) is sufficiently sm ooth [4]. However, th e  CM AC train ing  algorithm  
has been em pirically dem onstrated  to be effective in loading a CMAC m em ory for 
controlling a m an ipu la to r in a num ber of coord inated  m ovem ents [2]. In 1989, the 
convergence properties of the  CMAC train ing  algorithm  were investigated for two 
train ing  techniques called cyclic training and  random training [36]. T he investiga­
tion was based on a geom etrical in terp re ta tion  of a m athem atical form ulation for 
the CM AC train ing  algorithm . The CMAC train ing  algorithm  in the cyclic train ing 
is expected to converge either to  a  fixed point or to  a  “lim it cycle” , proven using 
a Liapunov function. In random  training, the  train ing  algorithm  will converge, in 
some cases, to  a fixed point, proven using a Liapunov function. Generally, the  con­
vergence of the  tra in ing  algorithm  in random  train ing  to  “cap tu re  zones” is only 
conjectured in [36].
T here can be several different train ing techniques for loading the CM AC m em ­
ory depending on the am ount of d a ta  which has already been stored and  the degree 
of desired accuracy. G eneral ideas for several possible tra in ing  techniques were dis­
cussed by Albus [4]. Since the CMAC train ing  algorithm  is quite sim ilar to the 
P ercep tron  [45] error-correction algorithm , one sim ple train ing  technique m ay be 
to find th e  inpu t vectors whose ou tp u t yields the  m axim um  error, then  execute 
train ing  sessions for these vectors, and finally correct the  contents of the corre­
sponding m em ory elem ents in tlie m em ory table. However, the  obvious draw back 
in the  m axim um -error-correcting m ethod  is th a t this technique requires a long tim e 
to  find the  m axim um  error point for every train ing  session. M oreover, it is diffi­
cult in m an ipu lato r control applications to  find the point whose o u tp u t carries the 
m axim um  error.
In m ost CM AC applications to  m an ipu lato r control, a tra jec to ry  is defined for 
a particu la r m otion and  the CMAC is tra ined  along the  trajecto ry . T he train ing  
sessions are continued along th e  tra jec to ry  until the  desired perform ance is achieved. 
Albus applied CMAC to  control a 3-axis m aster-slave arm  [2]. T he arm  was trained  
for large num ber of sessions until the  error correction for learning a  specified m otor 
task  was com plete. In the dynam ic control of a two degree of freedom  biped model, 
P. C. C am ana [13] applied repetitive tra in ing  for each defined m otion until the 
resulting  erro r fell below a  prescribed value. A seven degree of freedom  m an ipu lato r 
arm  [6] was driven a  specified num ber of tim es along a particu la r tra jec to ry  for a 
p articu la r m otion. J . R ajadhyaksha [44] developed a unique learning algorithm  and 
optim ization technique for CM AC for a 2-D m ultilink m anipu la to r. T he CM AC 
was tra ined  to  function in its workspace while avoiding collisions w ith obstacles 
and m oving from  position to  position on com m and. W . T . Miller, III et al. [31] 
proposed a tra in ing  technique where the controller was trained  along three different 
prescribed p a th s  for controlling a 2-axis articu la ted  robotic m an ipu la to r. Also, in 
the sta tic  positioning experim ent of a 5-axis articu la ted  robot, a tra in ing  point for
every learning cycle was random ly picked w ithin a restric ted  region over the whole 
inpu t space [30]. In 1990, Miller et al. [32] discussed an adap tive control technique 
using a CMAC neural netw ork and  applied the technique to  real-tim e dynam ic 
control experim ents which involved learning the  dynam ics of a five-axis industrial 
robot.
A m ong the  m any investigations and  applications of CM AC, m ost have dealt 
w ith specific applications. T hus, the  studies of tra in ing  techniques for m anipulator 
control have been for a  subset of m an ipu la to r m otions ra th e r  th an  th a t capable of 
producing all possible m otions. Few studies have been done on developing general 
tra in ing  techniques. In 1987, S. Kwon developed a random  tra in ing  m ethod [22] as 
a  general tra in ing  technique and applied the m ethod  to tra in ing  a six-axis robotic 
m an ipu la to r in a 3-D w orkspace. T he technique required a long period of training 
tim e to  reach a desired perform ance level. In 1989, Parks and  M ilitzer discussed 
two train ing  techniques, cyclic training and  random training in an investigation for 
the convergence properties of a CM AC learning algorithm  [36]. In cyclic training, 
a tra in ing  cycle defined by some train ing  points in a  given order is repeated  over 
and over again. However, neither how to choose the  tra in ing  points in the training 
cycle nor how m any tim es the  cycle is repeated  was discussed. In random  training, 
the tra in ing  points are chosen in a random  fashion.
Some investigators studied the  control algorithm s using carefully organized ta b ­
ular d a ta . They tried to solve complex control problem s by constructing  a  tabu lar
form  of the equations of m otion instead of using the analytic form  of the  equations. 
M. H. R aibert param eterized  a subset of the independent variables of the equations 
of m otion for a  m an ipu la to r [39]. T hen, a large set of param etric  values was stored 
for the  param eterized  equations. The balance between com putational costs and 
storage costs was dependent on the particu lar choice of independent variables to  be 
param eterized . R aibert [40] presented a m odel for m otor learning, generalization, 
and  ad ap ta tion . T he m odel employed param eterized  equations of m otion in con­
junction  w ith a quantized m ulti-dim ensional m em ory organized by s ta te  variables. 
T he m em ory was supplied with d a ta  derived from  the  analysis of practice move­
m ents. R aibert et al. [41] proposed the  configuration space m ethod  in an a ttem p t 
to  achieve high perform ance tra jecto ry  control. T hey built a m ulti-dim ensional 
configuration space m em ory to  store the  values of the  coefficients of the equations 
of m otion for a m anipu lato r. R aibert et al. [42] developed a  m ethod  for building a 
tab u la r controller for a legged system  th a t m ain tains its  balance as they run.
T he m a jo r problem  with these tab u la r control m ethods is th a t the  size of m em ory 
tab le  grows exponentially w ith the num ber of s ta te  variables and control inputs [43]. 
For the CM AC, Albus used a  hashing function th a t m apped  a very large size table 
into the available memory. T he hashing functions were designed to  minim ize hashing 
collision in the  m an ipu la to r control where the control functions are continuous and 
the function values vary sm oothly. However, the  increased size of the m em ory 
table still poses serious problem s when a large feedback vector is p a rt of the inpu t
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vector. In the  configuration space m ethod, R aibert et al. used special equations 
of m otion where each of the  coefficients in the equations was only dependent on 
the  configuration of the  arm  [41]. T hen, they analyzed the  n a tu re  of the equations 
of m otion for a m an ipu lato r and  elim inated coefficients th a t were identically zero 
to  reduce the  storage costs. J . Simons et al. presented a m ethod  th a t tends to 
m inim ize the  size of needed m em ory table by finding an optim um  quantization  of 
the  s ta te  inpu ts in a  m an ipu la to r force control [47].
On the  o ther hand , the  problem  of high dim ensionality of the inpu t space can be 
overcom e by the decom position of complex control problem s in to  less com plicated 
subproblem s with control param eters [34]. T hen, the  subproblem s can be solved 
separately  and are less in teractive w ith the environm ent. Also, the decom position 
can be done hierarchically [25]. T he hierarchical conversion of tasks can be consid­
ered as the  decom position of a complex task  a t a higher level into several simple 
tasks in lower levels.
R aibert and  W im berly [42] partitioned  the system  s ta te  variables into two sets in 
o rder to  build a m odera te  size m em ory table. Once the  system  s ta te  variables were 
partitioned , the table dealt w ith only a  subset of the s ta te  variables. T hen , m ulti­
variate polynom ials were used to approxim ate the tab u la r d a ta . This resulted in a 
substan tia l reduction of m em ory requirem ents a t the expense of additional run-tim e 
com puting  requirem ents. G. N. Saridis et al. [46] developed a hierarchical control 
algorithm  for the in teractive control of a prosthetic arm . The principle o f m in im um
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interaction, sta ting  th a t “in complex system  situations, the  individual subsystem s 
tend to  minimize their in teraction  w ith the env ironm ent,” was used to decom pose 
the prosthetic system  into seven subsystem s, one per m echanical degree of freedom. 
For the N A SA /N BS S tandard  Reference Model (N A SREM ) A rchitecture for the 
Space S tation Telerobot C ontrol System , Albus et al. [9] developed a  hierarchical 
control system  which is horizontally partitioned  into three sections and  is vertically 
decom posed into 6 hierarchical levels.
R. D. Brooks [12] built a  robust layered control system  for a mobile robot. In 
the work, “levels of com petence” were defined for decom position of an autonom ous 
mobile robot based on task  achieving behaviors although the trad itional decom po­
sition was based on a series of functional units. Layers of a control system  were 
built for each level of com petence. In a behavior-based control system  for a m o­
bile ro b o t’s arm , J . H. Connell [15] built a controller which was a collection of 15 
independent behaviors based on several levels of com petence.
CM AC can be st ru c tu red  so as to  make it p ractical to  part ition the control 
problem  into a hierarchy of C'MAC control levels. In response to  each input com ­
m and from a higher level, each C'MAC generates a string of o u tp u t com m ands at 
a lower level. These o u tp u t com m ands are functions of feedback variables as well 
as higher level inputs. T hus, C'MAC in each level takes only an elem ental task. 
T he concept of hierarchical decom position of complex tasks was discussed in [4]. 






















Figure 2.1: Background of th e  R esearch 
com puter vision application using CMAC. T he hierarchical m odel exhibited good 
generalization for recognizing simple 2-D figures like characters and  symbols.
A lthough m any basic control tasks can be controlled by a single CM AC, these 
controllers m ight require a large inpu t vector defined by bo th  the com m and inpu t 
vector and a  feedback vector. T he order of the inpu t vector requires a very large 
size CMAC m em ory table. No investigator has, to  date , studied the  possibilities 
of reducing the  required m em ory size by m inim izing the  order of the  inpu t vector. 
However, if the control function for the elem ental task  can be constructed  by sim pler 
control functions and  the  inpu t vector of a CM AC for the  elem ental task can be 
partitioned  in to  lower order inpu t vectors, then  it m ay be possible to  produce the 
desired o u tp u t using m ultilayered CMACs.
Figure 2.1 shows th e  diagram  for the background of this research.
C hapter 3 
T he C erebellar M odel 
A rticu la tion  C ontroller (C M A C )
In this chapter, how th e  CM AC functions is described briefly. In order to  fully 
com prehend the CM AC algorithm  it is very useful to  understand  the biological 
concepts of the  b rain  [20] which are then  extended to  the CM AC m odel. A com pre­
hensive theory  of cerebellar function was presented  in by Albus [1]. The fundam ental 
CMAC theory  is described in detail in [3]. Also, various system  param eters, d a ta  
storage algorithm s, and application of the  CMAC to  m athem atical functions are 
explained in [4].
T he following description is due to  [6]. Fundam entally, CMAC is defined by a 
series of m appings:
S —> M —► A —> p,
where:
S is an inpu t vector;
M is the set of sets of in term ed iate  variables used to  encode S;
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A is the  set of elem ents of some m ulti-dim ensional m em ory tables; 
p  is an o u tp u t value.
T he overall m apping
S -► p
is im plem ented to  represent a  function of the  form
P =  h{ S).
F irs t of all, an input vector S for a control system  is usually the  com bina­
tion of a command input vector and a feedback input vector. W hen the  com m and 
in p u t vector is represented by C = (c i, c2, • • ■, c„.) and the feedback inpu t vector by 
F = ( / i , / 2, • ■ • , / m ) ,  the inpu t vector is represented by S = (c 1,c 2, • • • , cn, f i , / 2, • • 
w here b o th  C and F were re-defined by C = (c i, c2, • • • , cn, 0 ,0 , • • ■ , 0) and F = (0 ,0, • • • , 0, 
/ i , / 2 , • • • , / m )  respectively. T hen, S can be w ritten  as ( s i , s 2, • • •, s,-, s,-+i, •s,-+2, •••, 
Sjv), where
Si=Ci if 1 < i <  n  
S n + j = f j  if 1 < j  <  m  
N —n  +  m .
T he inpu t vector w ith N  inpu t variables is expressed by
S — (s i , S2, " ' ’ ,S^) .
In th e  body, “the angular position of a jo in t, the  tension in a tendon, and the 
velocity of contraction of a muscle are all precise physical param eters  analogous
16
Figure 3.1: A Simple Functional Relationship for a CM AC 
to  the  variables, s ;.” 1 This inpu t vector defines the  JV-dimensional input space 
for a CM AC. T he dim ension of a CMAC is defined by the  dim ensionality of the 
in p u t vector, N .  The inpu t space is com posed of the N  input variable axes of N  
input, variables s;, t = l ,  2, • ■ •, N .  Figure 3.1 shows the  diagram  for the functional 
relationship  h : S —1 p when N = 2 .  In Figure 3.2, a two dim ensional inpu t space 
w ith two inpu t variables, si and S2 , is shown.
It is assum ed th a t a control function h for a CMAC is continuous on certain 
closed intervals of the  N  inpu t variables. The closed intervals for Sj and 52 in 
F igure 3.2 are [0.0, 10.0] and  [5.0, 9.0]. T he closed intervals are discretized into 
a num ber of half closed subintervals by in troducing m any points. T he num ber 
of subintervals are decided by the w idth of each subinterval. If the  num ber of 
subintervals is n,  then n — 1 points . . .  , x n- i  are in troduced  according to the
w idth  of each subinterval. T he w idth of the subinterval is called the  resolution 
of a variable. T he resolution for each inpu t variable may or m ay not be uniform . 
Normally, the resolution for an inpu t variable is uniform  and the n  — 1 points 
are equally spaced. Any in p u t variable value is thus represented by one of those
1J. S. A lbus, “M echanism s o f  P lann ing  and Problem  Solv ing  in the B rain ,” M a th e m a t ic a l  B io ­
sc ien ce s , 45, p. 262, 1979.
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Figure 3.2: Q uantization  of Two Inpu t Variables
subintervals instead of by its own value. In F igure 3.2, resolutions for Sj and s 2 are 
1.0 and 0.5 respectively. T hus, for exam ple, any inpu t value of Si, 2.0 < sj <  3.0, 
is represented by the sam e subinterval in the inpu t variable axis 
T he S —> M M apping
T he closed interval of each inpu t variable axis is spanned by an equal num ber of 
layers of a quantizing function  which is parallel w ith th e  inpu t variable axis. Suppose 
the  num ber of the  quantizing functions to  be K .  Let lCj  be the j th quantizing 
function of the i tu inpu t variable, where t = l ,  2, • • ■, N ,  j  =  1, 2, • • • , K .  There are 3 
quantizing functions for each inpu t variable in Figure 3.2. Each quantizing function 
is com posed of a num ber of intermediate variables. Each in term ediate  variable of 
a quantizing function covers a portion of the  closed interval of an inpu t variable
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axis such th a t the quantizing function spans the interval completely. T he w idth of 
each portion is called quantizing interval and is determ ined  by (A x  resolution of 
the inpu t variable). In F igure 3.2, the quantizing intervals of si and  .S2 are 3.0 and 
1.5 respectively.
In this m apping, every value of each inpu t variable is represented by K  in term e­
diate variables, one from  each quantizing function. Also, each quantizing function is 
offset by 1/A ' of the  quantizing interval. Let 'vji be the  ltk in term ediate  variable of 
the quantizing function 1Cj.  If there are %Qj  in term ediate  variables for the quantiz­
ing function '(7,, 1=1, 2, ■ • •, %Qj.  And ’Cj  will consist of the  set of the in term ediate 
variables, { 't’j i ,  lVj2, ■ • •, lVj ■Qj}- T hen, an input variable, s,;, is quantized to a  set, 
m t, which is the  set of all in term ediate  variables of K  quantizing functions, 'C 1 , 
' C2, •••, and 1C k • In addition , an input value of s, m aps into a set, 7??*, which is 
the  set of K  in term ediate  variables, one from each quantizing function, lC  1 , 'C'2 ,
• • •, and  1C k ■ This corresponds to  encoding the inform ation content of an input 
value by a set of K  mossy fibers th a t are m axim ally active for the  particu lar inpu t 
value [6]. Also, a particu lar inpu t vector, s, of S m aps into a  set of 11T , where 111*--= 
{rnJ, n rj, • • ■,77?^}. T hen, the  inpu t vector S = (s i ,  s 2, • • • , s;v) m aps into a set of 
n r ,,7 =  1, 2, • • •, N  such th a t M =  {7771 , 7t?2, • • •, 777/v}, where 777, =  {'(71, 7(7•’2 , • • 'C 'k }■
Si -+ H7j
s 2 —* rn2
S -> M =
. Sp{ —> 777/v
In Figure 3.2, each in term ediate  variable was labelled for the purpose of presen­
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ta tion . For exam ple, E, F , G, II, and I are the labels for the  in term ediate  variables 
1i,2i 5 1̂ 2 25 lv 2 3 > lv 2 4 , and j V25 respectively for the quantizing function 1C-2 - Then, 
1Q 2 equals to  5. Also, 13 in term ediate  variables and  11 in term ed iate  variables are 
assigned for .si and s 2 - For exam ple, an inpu t value s i= 5 .0  m aps in to  a set of 3 
in term ediate  variables {B ,G ,L}. T hen , m J= {B ,G ,L }. T he inpu t value s 2 =  7.5 m aps 
into a set {b,f,j}. T hen, r)?2 ={b,f,j} . T hen , an in p u t vector s= (5 .0 , 7.5) m aps into 
u T = { m * ,m ;} = { { B ,G ,L } , {b,f,j}}.
This m apping corresponds to  “th a t accom plished by sensory end-organs in bi­
ological system s.” Each of th e  precise physical param eters  “is encoded by a m ul­
tiplicity of sensory organs in to  firing ra tes on neuron  axons, which are relatively 
im precise inform ation channels, m, corresponds to  the  set of nerve fibers which are 
m axim ally stim ulated  by th e  in stan tia tion  of the variables s*.” 2 
T h e  M —> A M a p p in g
In this m apping, all j th quantizing functions, 1C j, 2C j , N Cj,  of N  inpu t
variables are com bined to  build the jth iV-dimensional m em ory tab le  such th a t A 
quantizing functions consist of K  TV-dimensional arrays. Each i th axis (for exam ple, 
row and colum n for 2-dim ensional array) of the  j th array  is 'Cj .  Let Aj  be the  nam e 
of the j th array. T hen A j ^ Q j ,  2Qj,  •••, N Qj)  is th e  j th iV-dim ensional array. The 
size of each array  m ay be different according to  the m agnitude of each 'Qj .  Then
every elem ent of A j ( l Qj,  2Qj,  • • •, NQ j ) is identified (or addressed) by an ordered
2J. S. A lbus, “M echanism s o f  P lanning and Problem  Solv in g  in th e  B rain ,” M a th e m a t ic a l  B i o ­
sc ien ces , 45, p. 262, 1979.
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concatenation  of TV labels from  TV in term ediate  variables. T hen , ^agd-z  will denote 
an  elem ent of j th TV-dimensional array  Aj  addressed by the  label B d —z which is a 
concatenation  of TV labels. ^agj...z—A j ( B ,  The num erical value of such an




“In th e  cerebellum , incom ing nerve fibers enter w hat is known as the granular 
layer, where they m ake contact w ith a set of association cells, called granule cells. 
A system  of negative feedback sim ilar to an au tom atic  grain control regulates the 
overall activ ity  in the  g ranu lar layer so th a t a small and  fairly constan t percentage 
of th e  granule cells are s tim ulated  in to  an active s ta te .”3
In F igure 3.3, all m em ory elem ents in th ree 2-dim ensional m em ory tables were 
labelled. For the  in p u t vector s= (5 .0 , 7.5), m "= {n?j, m'2}=  {{B,G ,L}, {b,f,j}} 
m aps in to  a* = { 1OBfl, 2o g /, 3«xj}> where a* is a set of K  m em ory elem ents selected 
for a particu la r inpu t vector and |a*| =  A'.
T h e A —> p  M apping
In th is m apping, num erical values of K  elem ents from  K  TV-dimensional arrays 






3J. S. A lbtis, “M echanism s o f  P lann ing  and Problem  Solving in the B rain ,” M a th e m a t ic a l  B io -  
sc iences,  45 , pp. 2 6 2 -2 6 4 , 1979.
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Figure 3.3: T hree 2-D im ensional M emory Tables
where ■laBd...z denotes an elem ent of j th TV-dimensional array  Aj .  K  weights were 
selected by an inpu t vector to  produce an o u tp u t value. “In th e  cerebellum , axons 
from  th e  granule cells contact a  large num ber of Purk in je cells directly through a set 
of weighted synaptic connections and indirectly  through inverting in terneurons.”4 
For the  inpu t vector s= (5 .0 , 7.5), a*= {1a JB(,, 2a c / ,  3dBj}  n iaps into an o u tp u t value 
P = { l O B b + 2a o f  + S a Lj  )•
A set of L  CM ACs operating  on the  sam e inpu t produces a m apping
S - P ,
4J. S. A lbus, “M echanism s o f  P lanning and P roblem  Solving in the B rain ,” M a th e m a t ic a l  B io -  




Figure 3.4: T he Vector M apping for 6 CMAG's 
which can be expressed by a vector m apping:
P = H(S),
where P = (p i ,p 2 , • ■ ■ i Pl ) an(l Pl is the  ou tp u t value of L th CM AC. For exam ple, 6 
CM ACs will be operated  on an inpu t vector to  produce 6 jo int angle signals for a 
6-link m an ipu la to r. Figure 3.4 depicts six CMACs of th e  vector m apping.
This series of m appings is the unique CMAC m em ory addressing algorithm  
p a tte rn ed  after the  inform ation processing characteristics of the cerebellum . CMAC 
com putes control functions by referring to  the table stored  in m em ory ra th e r than  
by solving analytic equations. Thus, CMAC typically requires very simple run-tim e 
com putations th a t execute w ith high speed since it uses the  stored tab u la r data .
3.1  C M A C  M e m o r y  G e n e r a liz a tio n
T he fact th a t a set of K  memory locations ra th e r th a n  a  single location is 
selected by each inpu t vector implies th a t any particu la r m em ory location m ay be 
selected by m ore than  one input, vector. Any two sim ilar inpu t vectors m ap into 
m any of the sam e in term ediate variables, and  these in term ed iate  variables m ap
into m any of the sam e m em ory elem ents. T hen, the  CMAC m em ory addressing 
algorithm  generalizes o u tp u ts  between sim ilar inpu ts such th a t CMAC produces 
sim ilar o u tp u ts  for some inpu t space points th a t are in a region w ithin in the inpu t 
space. However, the responses for the dissim ilar inpu ts are independent of the 
response of the  inpu t which is not in the region. This is the p roperty  of CMAC 
which causes it to generalize. T he CM AC m em ory generalization takes advantage 
of the continuous n a tu re  of control functions whose values vary sm oothly over the 
i: put. space [3]. This feature provides CM AC with a  simple form  of learning and 
adap ta tion .
T he region in the inpu t space over which CM AC generalization occurs for every 
inpu t space point is called a neighborhood of inpu t space. Two inpu t vetors, Sj 
and s 2, are called in the  sam e neighborhood when a j fl a^ for two inpu t vectors is 
not null. This m eans th a t any inpu t vector s,, whose a,- has a t least one com m on 
elem ent w ith those of a '  for a certain inpu t vector sx, is in the sam e neighborhood 
of the inpu t vector s x in th e  input space. |a j PI a j |,  the num ber of elem ents of aj 
fl a^, decreases as th e  sim ilarity between S! and s 2 decreases. T he extent of the 
neighborhood obviously depends on the  quantizing intervals of the  inpu t variables. 
Table 3.1 shows the  ex ten t of the  neighborhood of the inpu t vector sx= (5 .0 , 7.0) in 
the  2-D inpu t space of F igure 3.2. T he num ber of m em ory elem ents addressed by 
the  inpu t vector is 3 since K = 3 .  The num bers 0, 1, and 2 indicate the num ber of 
sam e m em ory elem ents th a t are addressed by the inpu t vectors s, as well as s x.
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Table 3.1: An E xtent of the N eighborhood in a Two D im ensional In p u t Space
52
9.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8.0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
7.5 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0
7.0 0 0 0 1 2 3 2 1 0 0 0
6.5 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0
6.0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
5.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 5l
Figure 3.5 shows 2 graphs for an exact solution graph  for the following simple 
m athem atical function,
/(;r)=2{sm (.T )-0 .5sm (2.T ) + ( 1 / 3 ) s i n ( 3 x )} {cos(a’)-0.5cos(2a’)T( l/3 )co5(3 .t)} , 
where —180° <  x < 180°. T he do tted  line graph  was generated  by a CMAC with 
A '=12 after a single tra in ing  at —140°. T he dashed line graph  was generated  by a 
CM AC w ith A"=6 after a single tra in ing  at +140°. It can be seen th a t the extent 
of the  neighborhood is bigger for the  CMAC with A =12.
W hen a CMAC system  is employed for a control function whose values change 
slowly and smoothly, there  m ay be an ideal ex ten t of the neighborhood in the  inpu t 
space which depends on the  sm oothness as well as the continuity  of the  desired 
control function. T hus CMAC param eters should be set such th a t the ex ten t of 
the  neighborhood by the CMAC param eters  is close to the  ideal. This design can 





Figure 3.5: G eneralization of a CM AC Following a  Single Training
of quantizing functions for th e  inpu t variables. However, for the control functions 
whose values vary sharply and  discontinuously, the  CM AC control m ethod cannot 
be em ployed since the C M A C ’s m em ory generalization will be invalid.
3 .2  C M A C  T ra in in g  A lg o r ith m
T here m ust be d a ta  in th e  CM AC m em ory array  for a CM AC system  to produce 
non-zero o u tp u ts . T he storage of a control function in the  CM AC m em ory is an 
iterative procedure. This operation  is called t r a in in g .  T he CMAC train ing  algo­
rithm  [4] is sim ilar to  the  P ercep tron  error-correction algorithm  [45]. Originally, the 
CM AC m em ory tab le  is em pty  w ith all the m em ory elem ents having a zero value. 
Hence, the  contents of the  m em ory are established th rough  a period of training. 
D uring train ing , the  CM AC o u tp u t is com pared w ith the  desired o u tp u t. T hen,
K= 12EXACT -  K=6
Note that CMAC output 
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the num erical values of each m em ory elem ent addressed for the tra in ing  session are 
ad justed  to  reduce the  errors in the o u tp u t. T he procedure for storing a function 
in the  CM AC m em ory is as follows:
If: \ p - p \  <  £, where £ is an acceptable error, 
then  do nothing;
Else:
add  A  =g ■ {(p -  p )/A '}
to  every m em ory elem ent sum m ed to  produce p, where 
g is the gain factor,  
p is the desired function value, 
p is the  CMAC o u tp u t value, and 
K  is the  num ber of quantizing functions for 
each inpu t variable.
T he gain factor  controls the am ount of error correction produced by one learning 
experience [6]. If <7=1, the  train ing session corrects the observed erro r fully. If 
0 <  g < 1, each train ing  session only partially  corrects the  observed error such 
th a t m ore th a n  one train ing  session a t the train ing  inpu t vector is required for the 
CM AC to  generate correct values.
Suppose th a t a two dim ensional CM AC is tra ined  to  store a  desired function,
f { x , y )  = s in{x)  • s in{y) ,  (3.1)
w here x  and y  are in degrees. T here are two inpu t variables, S!=:r and  s 2—y. T hen,
*<?!
c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
b 0.0 0.00380 0.0 0.0
a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
A B • C D l C\
2C 2
g 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
f 0.0 0.0 0.00380 0.0 0.0
e 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
d 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E F  G H I 1C2
2C3
k 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
j 0.0 0.0 0.00380 0.0
i 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
h 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
J K L M
Figure 3.6: M em ory Tables after the  F irst Training Session
N = 2 .  T he in p u t space is defined by two inpu t variable axes, .T-axis and y-axis. 
T he intervals of x  and y for this exam ple are [0.0, 10.0] and [5.0, 9.0]. Also, the 
resolutions for x  and  y are 1.0 and 0.5. Let th ree quantizing functions be employed 
for each inpu t variable. T hen , A = 3 . The S —>M m apping is shown in Figure 3.2.
If Si=(5.0, 7.5) was chosen as the  first training input vector, p of f ( x ,  y)  is 0.0114. 
Since all the  en tries in the  tables are, a t present, zero, then  by the sum m ation of 
th ree weights, l asbi 2&Gf, and  za i j  (Refer to  F igure 3.2) p is found to be zero. The 
erro r, the correction to  each m em ory cell th a t  is addressed, is |p — p |= 0 .0 1 14—0.0 > 
£, where £ = 1 0 -5 . T hen A = y -(0 .0 1 1 4 /A ')= 0 .0114/3 when <7=1.0 and A =3. Adding 
A  to  1aBb, 2«g/ ,  and  3a i j ,  we have 1a.j5(,=2a G /= 3ai,j= 0 .0114 /3 . Figure 3.6 shows 
the  m em ory tab les after the first tra in ing  session.
c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
b 0.0 0.00380 0.0 0.00590
a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
A B C D
g 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
f 0.0 0.0 0.00380 0.0 0.0
e 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00590 0.0
d 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E F G H I l C 2
2 rC'3
k 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
j 0.0 0.0 0.00380 0.0
i 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00590
h 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
J K L M
Figure 3.7: M em ory Tables after the Second Training Session a t s 2= (9 .0 , 6.5)
A lthough the second train ing  inpu t vector should be chosen by a  certain  criteria, 
suppose th a t s 2= (9 .0 , 6.5) was chosen for the second train ing inpu t vector, p=0.0177 
while p = 1a p f >+ 2a-He+  3o m , = 0 .0 . Since |p —p| > £, A = 0 .0177/3. A dding A  to every 
elem ent sum m ed to  produce p, we have 1aD6=2®He=3aMi= 0 .0177/3 . F igure 3.7 
shows the m em ory tables after the second train ing session at s 2= (9 .0 , 6.5).
If the second train ing  inpu t vector was s 2=(7 .0 , 8.5), p=0.0180 while p = 1occ + 
2o //ff+ 3«r,j= 0 .0114/3 since 3O£j=0.0114/3 due to  the first tra in ing  session. Since 
| p - p |  > £, A  =  (0 .0180 -0 .011 4 /3 )/3 . Also, 1a Cc =  2aHff= (0 .0 1 8 0 -0 .0 1 1 4 /3 )/3  and 
3«X i=0.0114/3-f (0.0180 —0.0114/3)/3 . Note th a t the elem ent 3«xj was addressed 




c 0.0 0.0 0.00473 0.0
b 0.0 0.00380 0.0 0.0
a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
A B C D
2C2 ______________________
g 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00473 0.0
f 0.0 0.0 0.00380 0.0 0.0
e 0.0 0.0 0.0 , 0.0 0.0
d 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E F G H I l C 2 
2C 3 ______________ _
k 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
j 0.0 0.0 0.00853 0.0
i 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
h 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
J K L M
Figure 3.8: M emory Tables after the  Second Training Session a t s 2= (7 .0 , 8.5)
If subsequent tra in ing  inpu t vectors are selected a t neighboring locations, CMAC 
generalization m ay som etim es in troduce errors by altering values which were already 
stored  correctly. This phenom enon is called learning interference [6]. Figure 3.8 
shows the  m em ory tables after the  second train ing  session a t s 2= (7 .0 , 8.5).
By this exam ple, it can be observed th a t the alterations to  CM AC m em ory 
are influenced by which inpu t vectors were selected for tra in ing , w hat criteria  was 
applied to selecting the  subsequent tra in ing  input vector after a  tra in ing  session, 
how m any train ing  inpu t vectors were chosen, and w hat value was used for g.
As the  num ber of tra in ing  sessions increase, the num ber of corrections and their 
m agnitude for each train ing  session will decrease. These itera tive  procedures will 
be repeated  until the  CMAC m em ory tables are loaded w ith function values w ith a
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desired perform ance. Eventually, the  am ount of error correction will be very small 
and the  CM AC train ing  algorithm  will converge [36].
3 .3  C M A C  M e m o r y  R e q u ir e m e n ts
Since all the  in p u t variables should be quantized to  fit. in to  the available m em ­
ory, it is necessary to  estim ate  the  required m em ory size for the  specified CM AC 
param eters. T he dim ension of the  in p u t vector and the  quantizing functions used 
for a  CMAC system  are m a jo r param eters  determ ining the  required CMAC m em ­
ory size. The recjuired CM AC m em ory size, M , for a single scalar o u tp u t value is 
determ ined by
m  =  B n  iQi)< (3 -2 )
j= i .=i
where K  is the  num ber of quantizing functions for an inpu t variable, N  is the 
num ber of inpu t variables, and  'Qj  is the  num ber of in term ediate  variables for 'Cj  
which is the  j th quantizing function of i th inpu t variable.
In this form ula, when th e  value of K  increases while the  resolutions for the 
inpu t variables are held fixed, some of the  *Qj  becom e sm aller since the quantizing 
interval becom es larger. Hence, the te rm  (Ilili ' Q j )  decreases leading to a decrease 
in th e  required CM AC m em ory size. F igure 3.9 shows the relationship betw een K , 
the required CM AC m em ory size, and  RMS error. On the o ther hand , m aking the 
resolution of each inpu t variable sm aller while K  is held fixed increases th e  required 
m em ory size since this causes 'Qj  to  increase since the quantizing interval is sm aller.
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Figure 3.9: T he R elationship between K , M em ory Size, and  RM S E rro r
Since the  dim ension of th e  inpu t vector for a CMAC determ ines the dim ension of 
every CMAC m em ory table, the  m agnitude of N  is the key p aram eter for deciding 
the  required m em ory size. T he required m em ory size grows exponentially as the 
dim ensionality of the  inpu t vector for a CM AC becom es bigger. T he te rm  (Ilili ' Q j ) 
in E quation  (3.2) shows this fact, where N  is the  dim ension of the  inpu t vector. 
W hen extensive feedback inform ation is needed in a control system , the dim ension 
of an  inpu t vector grows and  CMAC becom es im practical because of the extrem e 
m em ory requirem ents. Reducing this requirem ent is one of the  g reatest challenges 
in applying the CM AC control m ethod.
3 .4  C M A C  A c c u r a c y  P r o b le m
C M A C ’s output, always has a certain  level of errors since the  continuous inpu t 
variables m ust be quantized to  fit in to  discrete memory. CM AC generates o u tpu ts
which were generalized by th e  tab u la r d a ta  which was stored for some inpu ts cor­
rectly. A lthough this accuracy problem  is inherent to  CM AC, this problem  can be 
partia lly  alleviated by developing efficient train ing  techniques. Also, if sufficient 
m em o ry  space is available, e ither keeping the  resolution of each inpu t variable axis 
sm all or using a sm aller value of K  will significantly im prove the  quality of the 
CMAC! o u tpu ts. F igure 3.9 shows the  relationship between the m agnitude of K  
and  the C M A C ’s perform ance in te rm s of root-m ean-square (RM S) error between 
th e  desired o u tp u t value and  o u tp u t values by CMAC.
C hapter 4 
N eighborhood  Sequential Training
Since the control function values are stored in the m em ory table in a unique 
fashion, developing efficient train ing techniques is an im p o rtan t problem  in the 
CMAC control m ethod. Originally, the m em ory table is em pty  and all the m em ory 
elem ents have a zero value. All inputs will produce a zero response until the contents 
of the  m em ory are established through a period of training. D uring train ing, the 
CM AC output, for a given inpu t is com pared w ith the desired output.. T hen, the 
num erical values of each m em ory elem ent addressed are ad justed  to reduce the 
errors in the o u tp u t and stored in the m em ory table. In this m anner, the values 
stored in m em ory gradually im prove since the  iterative d a ta  storage procedure has 
been em pirically found to converge as long as the  control function being stored in 
the  CM AC m em ory table is sufficiently sm ooth [4].
4 .1  L in ear S eq u en tia l T ra in in g  E rror
W hen a CMAC system  is tra ined , the region of influence resulting from gener­
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Figure 4.1: Linear Sequential Training E rrors by A rbitray  Sequential Training
will cause learning interference [6 ]. T he contents of all m em ory elem ents whose 
in p u t vectors are in the sam e neighborhood [3] of the  train ing  inpu t vector are af­
fected. If subsequent inpu t vectors are chosen w ithin the  sam e neighborhood, some 
of the  m em ory elem ents th a t were ad justed  by the  previous train ing  session will be 
im properly  altered . As an exam ple, consider a CMAC tra ined  to  generate a one 
dim ensional m athem atical function,
/ ( .T )= 2{s7 'n ( .-r )-0 .5 sm (2 ,T )-f( l /3 )s in (3 .'c )}  { c o s ( . t ) - 0 .5 c o s (2 . t )+ (  1 /3 )c o s ( 3 . t ) } ,  
w here —180° < x  < 180°. If tra in ing  inpu t values along the  inpu t variable axis 
are chosen such th a t they  are in the sam e neighborhood as the previous train ing 
points, the  resulting function is shown in Figure 4.1. For th is exam ple, the m anner 
in which the train ing  inpu t vectors were chosen m ade the CMAC subject to signif­
icant linear sequential training errors [22]. These errors were accum ulated  as the
CMAC trained  from point to  point along the  inpu t variable axis.
It is believed th a t bo th  avoiding the  learning interference and  taking advatange 
of CM A C ’s generalization are essential to the developm ent of efficient CMAC tra in ­
ing m ethods. Efficient tra in ing  techniques will result in m ore accuracy and shorter 
train ing  periods. Furtherm ore, it will be possible to reduce the CM AC m em ory 
requirem ents if these techniques store the  control functions accurately. The main 
ideas can be elucidated by answ ering the following questions: ( 1 ) where is tra in ­
ing to  be done in the inpu t space, (2 ) w hat criteria  should be used for selecting 
the subsequent tra in ing  inpu t vectors after one train ing  session, and (3) how m any 
train ing  sessions m ust be provided to  get a desired level of perform ance.
4 .2  N e ig h b o r h o o d  S e q u e n tia l T ra in in g
N eighborhood sequential tra in ing  avoids the  problem  of linear sequential t raining 
errors by choosing input vectors outside of the neighborhood of the  previous train ing 
inpu t vector along any inpu t variable axis. Hence, every m em ory elem ent addressed 
by any train ing  inpu t vectors is never addressed again during train ing . D ata  for 
a particu la r m em ory elem ent is ad justed  only one tim e th roughou t the training 
period since A*nA*=4> for any train ing  session, where A “ denotes the set of memory 
elem ents addressed by i th tra in ing  inpu t vector for i th tra in ing  session and Aj is for 
the jth tra in ing  session. This m eans th a t no learning interference occurs in this 
tra in ing  technique. In addition, once all m em ory elem ents are initialized, there is 
no need to  com pare the desired o u tp u t value w ith the  CM AC o u tp u t value for every
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train ing  session since the  CMAG o u tp u t is always zero for the tra in ing  session clue 
to  the  initialization.
For this train ing  technique, the  necessary num ber of train ing  sessions is prede­
term ined  according to  the  dim ension of the inpu t space, the  size and  the resolution 
of each inpu t variable axis, and  the value of K  which is the  num ber of quantizing 
functions for each inpu t variable axis. For a 1 -D CM AC, for exam ple, the necessary 
num ber of tra in ing  sessions m ay be the  sam e as the  num ber of the in term ediate  
variables of the  first quantizing function. For any m ulti-dim ensional CM AC, the 
necessary num ber of tra in ing  sessions, N tr a in ,  m ay be determ ined  by
TV
N t r a i n  =  J J  ' Q i, (4.1)
1 = 1
where N  is th e  num ber of inpu t variables and %Q\  is the  num ber of in term ediate  
variables for the  first quantizing function of the  i th inpu t variable, 'C'j.
For the  CMAC of the inpu t space in F igure 3.2, r i  =  1.0, r 2 =0.5 , and  7v=3. 
T hen , the  neighborhood sequential tra in ing  in p u t values for the  i- th  inpu t variable, 
sj,, are com puted  by
5 ), =  seedi -(- (n  — 1)A>;, (4-2)
where seedi is the  sm allest inpu t value of 5* and  n = l ,  2, • • •, N tr a in .  Due to  this 
equation, A 'rj is the  slope for the graph  in F igure 4.2. Any o ther train ing  input 
values th a t do not fall on th e  graph  will induce linear sequential tra in ing  errors. 
T hen , referring to  F igure 3.2, this results in seedi =0 .0 , s}=0.0 , 5 2 = 3 .0 , 5 3 = 6 .0 , 
and  s j= 9 .0 . For 5 2, seed 2 =5.0 , S j= 5 .0 ,  S2 = 6 .5 , and 5 3 = 8 .0. Table 4.1 shows the
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Figure 4.2: G raph  for E quation  (4.2)
Table 4.1: CM AC P aram eters  for the 2-D CMAC
Inpu t  Variable Si S 2
Quantizing Function 1Ci >c2 1r ’V 3 2Cr 2 c 2 ZrtC'3
No. of  Intermediate Vai'iables, lQ : 4 5 4 3 4 4
num bers of in term ed iate  variables for lCj.  T hen, N tra in  is equal to  12 by E quation 
(4.1) w ith l Q\ = 4 and 2Q i= 3 . All of th e  possible tra in ing  inpu t vectors for this 2 -D 
CM AC and the  set of m em ory elem ents addressed by each inpu t vector are shown 
in Table 4.2. For this 2 -D CM AC, no inpu t vectors were in the sam e neighborhood 
and  none of the  m em ory elem ents was addressed m ore than  once.
N eighborhood sequential tra in ing  of a CM AC to learn the function f ( x )  shown 
in F igure 4.1 resulted  in the  function values shown in Figure 4.3. It is apparen t th a t 
this technique is free from  the  linear sequential tra in ing  errors. A pplication of this 
train ing  technique for a 2-D CM AC to  learn E quation  (3.1) in Section 3.2 generated
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Table 4.2: A Sequence of Training Inpu t Vectors for the 2-D CMAC
i S A* i S a ;
1 (0.0, 5.0) Aa, E d, Jh 7 (6.0, 5.0) Ca, Gd, Lh
2 (0.0, 6.5) Ab, Ee, Ji 8 (6.0, 6.5) Cb, Ge, Li
.3 (0.0, 8.0) Ac, Ef, Jj 9 (6.0, 8.0) Cc, Gf, Lj
4 (3.0, 5.0) Ba, Fd , Kh 10 (9.0, 5.0) Da, Hd, Mb
5 (3.0, 6.5) Bb, Fe, Ki 11 (9.0, 6.5) Db, He, Mi
6 (3.0, 8.0) Be, Ff, Kj 12 (9.0, 8.0) Dc, Hf, Mj
Table 4.3: Perform ance of the  CM ACs for f ( x , y )

































the graph  of Figure 4.4, where 0° <  a: <  360°, 0° <  y  <  180°. Table 4.3 shows the 
relationships between K ,  m em ory requirem ents, tra in ing  sessions, and RMS errors 
for this 2-D CM AC. T he resolution for bo th  x  and  y  was 1.0°. CMACs having 
a sm aller K  required m ore train ing  sessions and had  larger m em ory requirem ents 
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Figure 4.3: f ( x )  G enerated  by N eighborhood Sequential Training
Figure 4.4: f ( x , y )  G enerated  by N eighborhood Sequential Training
X
C hapter 5 
M ultilayered  C M A C  S ystem
In the  hierarchical conversion of tasks, a complex task  of higher level is decom ­
posed in to  several simple tasks of lower levels. F igure 5.1 shows a typical hierarchical 
com m and s tru c tu re  of CM ACs as proposed by Albus [4]. According to the type of 
the  subproblem  for each level, different feedback variables are entered into a CMAC 
at each level. However, in building a  m ultilayered CM AC control system , the orig­
inal complex task  is decom posed in to  m ore than  one elem ental tasks at the first 
layer. Then there m ust exist a t least two CM ACs a t the  first, layer. All CM ACs of 
a m ultilayered CMAC system  work together to produce one o u tp u t value.
5.1 T ask  D e c o m p o s it io n  an d  L a y ered  C M A C s
T he basic concept in task  decom position is to partition  a control problem  into a 
hierarchy of control levels such th a t the  control problem  is simplified and each sim ­
plified problem  is com m anded sim ply and  quickly [11]. Hence, partition ing  the orig­
inal problem  should be done before a ttem p tin g  to  construct a  m ultilayered CMAC 













Figure 5.1: A Hierarchical S truc tu re  of CM ACs
in each hierarchical level for constructing  a m ultilayered CM AC control system  for 
the  subproblem .
T he ability  to  m ultilayer a CM AC is, in general, no t a direct m athem atical 
process. It is possible to  w rite the  control function as a  com bination of term s using 
a Taylor’s series. This would necessarily require th a t th e  control function be analytic 
over the CM AC dom ain. This constrain t, along with the  difficulties in obtaining 
algebraic derivatives of the control function, is seldom  possible. This forces one to 
analyze each CM AC control system  to  determ ine w hether it m ay be broken into 
m ultiple layers.
O ne needs to  carefully observe and analyze th e  p articu la r n a tu re  of a control 
problem . If the  original control function can be com puted  by a  com bination of some
other sim pler control functions, the po ten tial m ay exist to  construct a m ultilayered 
CM AC system  for the  given task . T hen , w hat would require an inpu t vector with 
m any com ponents can be partitioned  by regrouping the  m any inpu t variables of the 
original in p u t vector into a few sets of inpu t variables. These sets of input variables 
m ust be com posed of lower order in p u t vectors if the CM AC is to  benefit from 
th is process of m ultilayering. A lthough there  m ay not be a general decom position 
algorithm , this concept can be applied to  the  general control problem  w ith ease as 
long as the  original high order control problem  can be decom posed into several low 
order subproblem s since the  possibilities for building a m ultilayered CM AC system  
for an elem ental task  seems to  depend on the  characteristics of the task.
It is obvious th a t the re  m ust be two or m ore CM ACs at the first, layer. In 
addition , th e  o u tp u t values of CM ACs a t the first layer m ust be such th a t some 
of them  can be com ponents of the  inpu t vectors of CM ACs at the next layer. In 
general, even the  inpu t variables from  th e  first layer m ay be concurrently used as 
inpu t variables to  th e  CM ACs at the  second layer or below. W ith these vectors, a 
reduced num ber of CM ACs m ust be constructed  as a second layer. If a single CMAC 
is a t this layer, th e  layering stops. O therw ise, the layering would be continued until 
a CM AC is built such th a t a  single o u tp u t value is generated  through the whole 
layered CM AC system . M ultilayering is only possible if every individual CM AC can 
be tra ined . T hus, each sub-CM A C m ust have a known inpu t-o u tp u t relationship. 









first layer second layer third layer
Figure 5.2: A Layered CMAC System
5 .2  T ra in in g  M u ltila y e r e d  C M A C  S y s te m s
Once a layered CM AC system  is built for an elem ental task , the CM AC system  
m ust be tra ined  to  store the necessary control function for each sub-task . F irst 
of all, consider train ing the layered CMAC system  as an overall m apping instead 
of dealing w ith individual CM ACs in the  system . This m eans th a t all CMACs 
in the  system  are invoked and  trained  by the overall in p u t-o u tp u t relationship in 
each train ing  cycle. However, the desired o u tp u t by the  overall m apping  cannot be 
simply used to  tra in  all CM ACs in the system  since m ost CM ACs in the system  were 
defined by m any in term ediate  inpu t variables and  o u tp u t values when the original 
control problem  was decom posed. Thus, every functional relationship between the 
in term ediate  inpu t variables and the o u tp u t values m ust be available for every 
train ing  cycle. T hen, train ing  each CM AC in the  system  in each train ing  cycle
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is defined by an overall m apping for the  CMAC. Processing all train ings for all 
CM ACs in the  system  in each train ing cycle will be quite a large job in term s of 
com putation  as well as CPU tim e. The only advantage for this strategy  is to  tra in  
all CM ACs in the system  sim ultaneously under a single large job.
On the  o ther hand, every CMAC in the system  can be considered as an inde­
pendent CMAC since every CM AC was defined by an independent overall m apping 
by the  in term ediate  inpu t variables and o u tp u t values. T hen , any regular train ing 
technique can be applied to  those CMACs. This tra in ing  should be begun at the 
first layer. A fter train ing all CM ACs in the  first layer is com plete, the  o u tp u t values 
of each CMAC at the first layer m ust be m easured and the range of each output, 
m ust be identified so th a t th e  o u tp u t can be used as an inpu t variable for CMACs 
at next layer. Then, tra in ing  the CMACs of the second layer will be begun. Al­
though this strategy  will require m any train ing  jobs for all CM ACs in the system  
and a long tim e to  com plete the train ing for the system , a reliable train ing can be 
accom plished.
It m ay be conjectured th a t the quality of the  o u tp u t of a layered system  is not 
as good as th a t of a single high order CM AC, since errors of CM ACs of each layer 
m ight be accum ulated. However, for a given am ount of memory, there m ay be a 
possibility for im proving the perform ance of the layered CM AC over th a t of a single 
high-order system  by increasing the resolution of each variable axis. In addition, 
if the  sim pler control functions of the CMACs in the layered system  are sm oother
ancl m ore continuous th an  the original control function such th a t the content of 
CMAC m em ory arrays can be b e tte r generalized, the  system  perform ance may be 
im proved.
This concept of layering by decom position m ay be applied to  generating, for 
exam ple, the m athem atical function f ( x , y )  =  s in (x )  • s in (y )  in Section 3.2. This 
function m ay be expressed as f ( x , y )  = f i ( x )  ■ f 2 {y),  where f \ ( x )  — s in (x )  and 
f 2{y) =  sin(y) .  T hen fx could be generated by a 1-D CMAC w ith an inpu t variable 
x.  Similarly, one could employ the o ther 1 -D CM AC of an inpu t variable y  to 
com pute f t .  T he first layer will consist of these two CM ACs. An inpu t vector for 
the  CM AC in the  next, layer will consist of two inpu t variables th a t are o u tp u t values 
from  two CM ACs of previous layer. The 2 -D CM AC will m ultip ly  two function 
values of / j  and f t .  T hen , there will be two 1-D CM ACs and  one 2-D CMAC for 
the  layered CM AC system  while a 2-D CMAC could take the  original problem . 
Furtherm ore, one needs to  note th a t the layered CM AC system  will require more 
m em ory locations th an  a simple 2 -D CMAC. However, it is not necessary to  build 
the  2 -D CM AC for m ultiplication of two real num bers for th is problem . Hence, a 
2-D CM AC problem  could be accomplished by a two-layered CM AC system  with 
two 1 -D CM ACs. Figure 5.3 shows the two-layered CM AC system .
Table 5.1 shows the relationships between K ,  m em ory requirem ents, train ing 
sessions, and  RMS errors when the function f ( x , y )  = s in (x )  • s i n(y)  was generated 
by the two-layered CM AC system  described in the previous parag raph . This table
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Figure 5.3: A Tw o-Layered CMAC System  for f ( x , y )  
Table 5.1: Perform ance of Layered CM AC System  for f ( x , y )

































can be com pared w ith Table 4.3 in Section 4.2. One can see rem arkable savings 
of m em ory locations and train ing  requirem ents resulting from  partition ing  the 2-D 
inpu t vector into two 1-D in p u t vectors and  ad justing  the  resolutions sm aller while 
keeping the  RMS error levels sam e as those of conventional CM ACs. In fact, the 
RMS erro r level can be lowered by setting  the resolution even sm aller as long as 
the  required m em ory size is w ithin th e  available m em ory size. In addition, to ta l 
train ing  sessions required by layered CM AC system  are less th a n  those by the  2-D 
CM AC.
C hapter 6 
K in em atics o f  A  6-D O F  
M anipulator
A 6-link m an ipu la to r w ith 6 decrees of freedom is shown in F igure 6.1. The 
coordinate fram es were assigned according to  the  D enavit-H artenberg  scheme [37]. 
T he m echanical system  of a 6-dof m an ipu lato r models a w rist, m etacarpophalangeal 
(M P) jo in t, proxim al in terphalangeal (P IP ) jo in t and distal in terphalangeal (D IP) 
joint of the  hum an index finger. T he base of the  m anipu la to r is link 0 and is not 
considered one of th e  6 links. Link 1 is connected to  the  base link by the first 
revolute jo in t of th e  w rist which is a skew-oblique universal jo in t com posed of two 
nonorthogonal revolute jo in ts th a t are separated  by a  skew distance [48]. T here is 
no jo in t at. the  end of the  final link. T here are six revolute jo in ts for this model. The 
M P joint is equivalent to  a universal joint which has two degrees of freedom  with 
negligible axial ro ta tio n  [52] and  negligible link length. T he fifth revolute joint is the 
flexion-extension joint in the P IP  jo in t. The D IP jo int is also a sim ple, single-axis, 
flexion-extension jo in t [26].
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Figure 6.1: C oordinate Fram es for the M anipulator
Table 6.1: Link P aram eters  for the  M anipulator
Joint., Variable di (cm ) o, (cm ) ct; (degrees)
1 0 2.34923 --90.0
2 02 0.85505 39.0 0
3 03 0 0.0 90.0
4 04 0 25.0 0
5 05 0 12.5 0
6 06 0 10.0 0
T he un its, although shown in cm , degrees, are 
arb itra ry  and  noted here only for clarity.
Table 6.1 shows the link param eters  of the  m anipu la to r, where d is the distance 
between two adjacent links, a is the  link length, and a  is the tivist angle between 
two adjacent links. T he position and  orientation of the  end-effector w ith respect 
to  the  base coordinate system  is specified by the  chain p roduct of six coordinate 
transform ation  m atrices [49] which are defined by using the link param eters in 
Table 6.1. The link lengths are sim ple estim ates of a hum an  index finger. The to tal 
m an ipu la to r length, L , when all jo in t angles are 0, is 88.84923 cm.
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6 .1  C o n tro l O b je c t iv e
T he control objective for th is 6-dof m anipu lato r is as following: the m anipulator 
should follow a desired pa th  in 3-D space while keeping its best possible natural con­
figuration.  N atu ral configuration, in this work, is not based on any biom echnaical 
d a ta  but only to  sim ulate the  configuration of a hum an finger. T hus, the m an ip ­
u la to r whose end-effector is a t a point in 3-D space m ust be configured such th a t 
its configuration is dependent on bo th  the kinem atic constrain ts of the  m anipulator 
and th e  position of the  s ta rtin g  point and the  tra jeco try  point. The position of 
the end-effector is defined by its C artesian coordinates. A lthough the orientation 
of the final link is not considered significant , the orientation of each link should be 
constrained such th a t the m anipu lato r configuration a t each tra jec to ry  point can be 
its possible n a tu ra l configuration. Therefore, only the positional inform ation of the 
s ta rtin g  point and the  tra jec to ry  point is available to  achieve the  control objective.
6 .2  S o lu tio n  M e th o d
Basically, this is an inverse kinem atic problem  since positional inform ation and 
the  m an ip u la to r’s jo in t and link param eters were given for finding the corresponding 
jo in t angle values of the m an ipu lato r so th a t the end-effector can be positioned as 
desired. T here exist various techniques involving screw algebra, dual m atrices, dual 
quatern ians, iterative, a n d /o r  geom etric approaches to solving the inverse kinem atic 
problem  [17].
Also, an inverse transform  technique using the  4 x 4  homogeneous transform ation 
m atrices is available for solving the kinem atics solution for some simple m anipula­
tors [37]. However, the  inverse transform  technique cannot be applied to  general 
m anipu la to rs, although it yields a closed-form solution. T here is a kinem atics so­
lu tion  for any 6 degree of freedom  m anipu lato r which has revolute or prism atic 
pairs for the first th ree joints and  the  jo in t axes of the last th ree jo in ts intersect 
at a point [17]. In addition, m ost of the com m ercial robots have either one of the 
following sufficient conditions which m ake the closed-form arm  solution possible: 
(1) th ree  adjacent joint axes in tersect, or (2) th ree adjacent joint axes are parallel 
to  one another. Solvability and existence of solutions in inverse kinem atic prob­
lems are explained well in [16]. Therefore, the  inverse transform  m ethod  cannot be 
used for this problem , since the  given m an ipu la to r is not the sam e class of simple 
m anipulators.
T he first m ajo r concern for developing a  solution technique is th a t the m anip­
u la to r, being a 6-dof m echanism  tracking a goal point defined only by a C artesian 
coordinates in 3-D space, can have m ultiple orientations while still reaching the 
goal point. This m eans th a t a  com m anded position of the  m an ipu lato r end-effector 
can be achieved by m ore th an  one kinem atic configuration of the m an ipu lato r while 
the desired m anipu lato r configuration is the  best possible hum an-finger-like con­
figuration. It is a  problem  w ith infinite num ber of solutions since the  num ber of 
constrain ts is less th an  the degrees of freedom . Second, the user had  no control
over the m anipu lato r after specifying a goal point. Thus an optim ization technique 
was im plem ented to  in troduce an appropria te  goal tracking behavior which satisfies 
the following two aspects: (1) the  control function obtained by exercising the op­
tim ization technique should be sm ooth and continuous such th a t the  function can 
be successfully stored in CM AC memory, (2) each control function value should 
com pose a n a tu ra l configuration of the m anipulator.
T here are optim ization algorithm s which minimize an objective function, or cost 
function which m ay be a highly nonlinear function of its param eters. In such cases, 
it m ay not be feasible to  calculate derivatives in closed form  to get a system  of 
equations to  solve. T he algorithm  used is a 11011-derivative search technique and 
can perform  a problem  of searching over a m ultidim ensional field of num bers for a 
best solution. This technique is available for use a t Louisiana S ta te  University in 
the form  of a  library subroutine, nam ed MIMWD4B, by A. J . M cPhate [29]. This 
subprogram  is a m odification of the basic algorithm  due to  M. J. D. Powell [38]. 
This m ethod has been concisely explained in the  work of D. E. Thom pson [50] and 
C. A. Ou [35]. Using this subrou tine requires a cost function and  initial values for 
the solution variables. T hus, solution variables are determ ined by minimizing the 
cost, a scalar quantity.
Four system  cost com ponents were devised to describe the  m otion of the m a­
nipulator. F irst is the Distance Cost  which sta tes th a t the end-effector m ust a tta in  
the  goal such th a t the d istance between the  goal point and  the  curren t position of
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the  end-effector m ust be zero when the  m an ipu lato r reaches the  goal. Second, a 
Orientat ion Cost  which requires the orien tation  of each link be considered such th a t 
the  m an ipu lato r configuration can be as n a tu ra l as a hum an  index finger. T hird , 
Penalt ies  for the  m an ipu la to r configuration such th a t each link does not violate a 
m axim um  to  m inim um  joint angle range for each jo in t. Finally a  Angle Change 
Cost  which w ill'b e  bigger as the  the joint angle changes bigger. This constrain t 
forces the  jo in t angle changes to  be relatively sm ooth  and  continuous. A technique 
for establishing these cost com ponents will be discussed.
6.2.1 D is ta n ce  C ost
In order for the end-effector to  reach the goal point, the  d istance between the 
goal po int and  the  curren t position of the  end-effector m ust be m inim ized. Actually, 
this quantity , C O S T  1, m ust be zero when the  m an ipu la to r reaches the  goal. In 
F igure 6.2, g is the  vector from  the origin of th e  m an ipu lato r base to the  goal, e 
is th e  vector from  the  origin of the m an ipu la to r to  the end-effector, and  d is the 
vector from  the  end-effector to  the  goal. T hen, e +  d =  g, C O S T l  =  |d|,  and
C 0 S T 1  = |g — e| .
6 .2 .2  O rien ta tion  C ost
Setting  th is cost, has no theoretical basis. It was chosen, however, to  achieve 
m an ipu la to r positions th a t qualitatively appear na tu ra l. This sam e cost was used 
by R ajadyaksha in his work [44]. This cost takes care of orienting the  direction of
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goal
Figure 6.2: P aram eters  for C onstructing A Cost Function
each of the  m an ipu lato r links in the  general direction of the  goal point. Orientation 
of th e  link relative to  the  goal is defined in term s of the angle, between f , , the 
vector from  th e  origin of the coordinate fram e for each link to  the  goal po in t, and 
I,-, the  vector of the link itself. In F igure 6.2, f, and If are th e  vectors for the ith  
link. If-a link aligns w ith the goal direction, this angle will be zero. A link m aking 
the  angle sm aller is m ore tow ard  the  goal th an  the  link w ith larger angle. A cost 
value for each link is the  value after the cosine for each angle is taken away from 
th e  m axim um  cosine value, 1.0.
In add ition , the orien tation  of each link is controlled by assigning a proper 
weighting constant,  u>i, to  each link. T he six weighted o rien tation  cost values are 
sum m ed up to  be a to ta l o rien tation  cost, C O S T 2 .
6
C O S T 2 =  Y ,  { “ i x U -° -  c° 5 f c ) h  
» = i
where
a  fi ‘ '*
=  s o w  •
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Table 6.2: Ranges of Jo int Angles 0,
Joint ft-v i m i n 0 i  m a x
1 -4 0 .0 70.0
2 -1 5 .0 2 0 . 0
3 0.0 2 0 . 0
4 -9 0 .0 30.0
5 -9 0 .0 0.0
6 -9 0 .0 0.0
T he algorithm  for assigning proper weighting constan ts will be discussed in detail 
in Section 6.2.5. Since the link length of the link 3 is zero, 0$ does not exist. Then, 
o>3 is set to  be 0.
6.2.3 P en a lt ie s
T here is a m axim um  to  m inim um  joint angle range for each jo in t. Table 6.2 
shows the jo in t angle ranges used in this work. These values were chosen as repre­
sentative physiological value. O ther th an  constraining the m otion of the m anipu­
la to r, they have no effect, on the  perform ance of the system . A large penalty  value 
will be assigned if a link a ttem p ts  to  ro ta te  beyond this range. Those penalties for 
6 jo in ts are sum m ed up to  be a to ta l penalty  cost, C O S T S .
C O S T S  =  £
6
i  =  l
(0. -  0i mm) x 103 when 0, < 0i
0 when 0; m,n <  0, < 0.
(0, -  max) x 103 when 0,- >  0, max.
m m  
i m a x
6.2 .4  A n g le  C han ge C ost
Joint angle changes are constrained such that, the m ost n a tu ra l configuration 
is achieved by changing the  jo in t angles for current, configuration, i.e., the  initial
values for the optim ization routine, as small as possible. This cost will regulate the
m agnitude of jo in t angle changes for the m an ipu la to r in a small distance movement.
This cost will be bigger when the joint angles change bigger. W hen Oic denotes
curren t ith  jo in t angle, the  to ta l angle change cost, C O S T A ,
6
COSTA = £ { 2 . 0  x (0, -  eiC) } 2.
i=1
Each of the four defined cost com ponents has an  associated weighting constants, 
Fi. These weights are chosen by the designer so th a t the  m ovem ent of the m anipu la­
to r is sm ooth as the  end-effector reaches the goal. D eterm ining those four constants 
will be discussed in Section 6.2.5. These four cost com ponents are sum m ed to  pro­
duce a to ta l C O S T  for the  system :
C O S T  =  F i x C O S T 1  + F2 x  C O S T 2  + F3 x  C O S T 3  + F4 x  C O S T A  (6.1)
6.2 .5  N atu ra l C onfiguration
Two sets of weighting constants, and F,, are used to  shape th e  system  cost 
function such th a t the m anipu lato r configuration can be as n a tu ra l as the hum an 
index finger while the m anipu lato r is moving. F irs t, the  weighting constan ts u;, for 
each link in the  orientation cost ad just the orien tation  of each link. W herever the 
end-effector tracks the goal, the  last link m ust align w ith the goal direction. Thus, 
/36= 0 .0  is required. The fourth  and the  fifth link can be approxim ately aligned 
with the  goal direction to  the  extent allowed by the goal location. However, the 
o ther links cannot generally be aligned with the goal direction simply because of
the  geom etry of the  m odel. Acknowledging this observation, one can establish the 
following conditions:
6 < /?5 < /•?4 < /?2 < /?1
This m odels the increasing priority  of each link’s orientation as one approaches the 
te rm inal link. Rew riting the  C O S T 2 , one has
C O S T 2  =  wj x (1.0 -  cos (31 ) +  u>2 x (1.0 — cos /?2) +  <*>4 x (1 -0 — cos /?4)
+  u>5 x (1.0 -  cos /?5) +  u>6 X (1.0 -  cos /?e).
Assigning the  largest weighting to  the last link will cause the C O S T 2 to  make 
its cost m inim ized by assigning angle /3q as small as possible. Link 1, which is 
fu rthest from  the  end-effector, m ust have the  greatest freedom  as long as the  joint 
angle is w ithin the  specified range. T hus, the sm allest weighting goes to  th e  first 
link. Since changing the jo in t angles 02 and 03 m ainly affects the r-coord ina te  of the 
end-effector, a sm aller weighting is assigned to  the  second link. This will m ake the 
link dependent upon the  behavior of neighboring links, such as link 1 anil 4. Along 
th is line of reasoning, a relationship  am ong the  weighting constan ts is established 
as following:
>  U>5 >  U>4 >  li>2 >
A  set of those constan ts assigned in this work is shown in Table 6.3.
Second, the  weighting constan ts Fi for the distance cost, the  orien tation  cost, 
the penalties, and angle change cost accom odate dim ensional differences in the  four














costs. W hen a goal po int is far from  the end-effector, the  d istance cost is larger 
th a n  th e  orien tation  cost. O n the o ther hand , if a  goal point is selected th a t is near 
the  end-effector, the  o rien tation  cost can be relatively large. T he penalties do not 
produce any cost value as long as the  jo in t angles are w ith in  th e  allowable range. 
If the  weighting constan t for th e  distance cost is relatively sm all, however, the end- 
effector m ay not be able to  reach the  goal since a m inim um  cost can be achieved 
by m inim izing the  o rien tation  cost. On the  o ther h and , u n n a tu ra l joint angles 
result from  a sm all value of th e  weighting constan t for the  orien tation  cost. In this 
instance, the solution is ob ta ined  by ju s t m inim izing th e  d istance cost. Table 6.4 
shows the  set of F; chosen for use in this work.
Besides the  cost function, the  subrou tine , MNWD4B, requires initial guesses for
the  solution for which it m inim izes the cost function. T he in itia l guesses m ust be 
the  jo in t angle values by which the  m anipu lato r configuration is na tu ra l. For a 
short d istance m ovem ent of the  end-effector, the m an ipu la to r configuration will not 
be m uch different from  the in itia l configuration by the intial values provided to  the 
subrou tine . For this purpose, angle change cost was included in the  cost, function. 
In fact, th e  d a ta  stored in CM AC m em ory tables would be different if a different 
set of initial values was used.
Before building th e  CM AC control system , it is necessary to  m ake sure th a t 
using th e  optim ization  rou tine  w ith the cost function com posed by the technique in 
Section 6.2 yields reliable solutions. F irst of all, one needs to check if m inim izing the 
cost, function in the  optim ization  routine can produce the  jo in t angles such th a t the 
control function is sm ooth  and  continuous as well as each functional value composes 
a  n a tu ra l configuration of th e  m an ipu lato r while the m an ipu lato r end-effector gets 
to  the  tra jec to ry  points exactly. F igure 6.3 shows the  joint, angle changes for 6 joints 
when the  m an ipu la to r end-effector moved from the s ta rting  point a t (63.0, 6.0, -6 .0) 
to  the  goal a t (48.0, -6 .0 , 6.0). The curves are sufficiently sm ooth and  continuous.
F igure 6.4 shows the  jo in t angle changes for 6 jo in ts when th e  m an ipu la to r moved 
along the  sam e stra igh t line p a th  as in Figure 6.3 after s ta rtin g  w ith a different 
configuration. C om paring these two figures illustrates th a t the m anipu lato r may 
have different configurations although the s tarting  point and  the  goal point are the 
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Figure 6.3: Jo in t Angles of the  P roposed Solution M ethod From (63, 6 -6 ) 
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Figure 6.4: Jo in t Angles of the  Proposed Solution M ethod w ith Different S tarting  
C onfiguration W hen the Cost Function in E quation (6.1) was Used.
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Therefore, using the optim ization routine with cost function constructed  by the 
technique in Section 6.2 provides one w ith reliable desired solution.
6 .3  R e se a r c h  E n v ir o n m e n t
All of the  com puter processing was perform ed on LSU’s VAX-8800 com puter. 
It allows a m axim um  of 48 M bytes of random -access m em ory (RA M ) and exe­
cutes instructions a t 6 million instructions per second (M IPS). The system  runs the 
VAX/VM S operating  system . This operating  system  can run  interactive as well 
as batch  jobs. T he train ing  program  was run  on the VAX-8800 in batch  mode. 
The CM A C s’ m em ory was w ritten  to an o u tp u t scratch disc file a t the end of 
each train ing  session, since the  scratch  file is free from  the disk quota. T he data- 
com m unication to  the rem ote VAX-8800 was achieved by a DEC'net com m unications 
link betw een the VAXstation and the  VAX-8800 ra ted  at 9,600 baud which was an 
acceptable transm ission ra te  for this study.
T he code was w ritten  in FO R TR A N -IV  program m ing language. T here are three 
libraries residing on the VAX to  which the program  has to be linked before exe­
cution. P G P L O T  is a FO R TRA N  subroutine package for draw ing simple scientific 
graphs on various graphics display devices. G R A FIC  is a group of subprogram  
libraries th a t allow C, FO R TR A N , and Pascal program m ers to w rite interactive 
graphics program s for raster w orkstations. MNWD4B is a subprogram  which per­
forms a search over a m ultidim ensional field of num bers for a best solution which 
minimizes a user-defined cost function.
C hapter 7 
D ecom p osition  and A  C M A C  
C ontrol M odule
In F igure 7.1, a m odularized control system  is shown [51]. T hree m odules rep­
resent th ree  different functional levels in the  control hierarchy [11]. At the highest 
level, the  tra jec to ry  control m odule receives its inpu t com m ands for moving the 
m an ipu la to r end-effector to  a certain goal point. In  this m odule, a  com m and task  
will be defined by bo th  the  com m and inpu t vector and the  feedback inform ation 
from  the  lower level m odules. The com m and task can be broken in to  a sequence of 
elem ental m ovem ents, where the end-effector executes a tra jec to ry  th rough  space 










Figure 7.1: A M odularized C ontrol System .
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Hence, the tra jec to ry  control m odule generates a tra jec to ry  point as an in term e­
diate goal point along the  desired p a th  for each feedback cycle. T hen, the call is 
m ade to  the  second m odule to  move the  end-effector to  the in term ediate  goal point.
At the  second level of control hierarchy, th e  coordinate transform  m odule re­
ceives a com m and from  the first, to move the  end-effector to an in term ediate  t ra ­
jec to ry  point. This m odule transform s the  goal point from  workspace oriented 
coordinates into the  jo in t values for the individual ac tuato rs  of the m anipulator. 
A lthough the  necessary jo in t coordinates are provided, in general, th rough the co­
ord inate  transfo rm ation  algorithm s, the  m odule built by m ultilayered OMAC sys­
tem  consists of only C'MAC m em ory tables. T he desired joint positions of the 
m an ipu la to r becom e the inpu ts  of the  th ird  m odule a t the lowest hierarchical level.
In the  th ird  m odule, servo control functions are com puted. The desired joint 
positions are com pared to  th e  feedback from  the  jo in t position indicators. If these 
values are different , a drive signal is generated  to  move each joint in a  sm ooth and 
stable m anner until the position erro r is negligible.
7.1 D e c o m p o s it io n  o f  a  3 -D  M o v e m e n t
Suppose th a t ( xc, yc, z c) and  ( xg, yg, zg) denote the  C artesian  coordinates of the 
current position of the end-effector, Pc, and  a goal point, Pg, respectively. Along a 
desired p a th  from  Pc to  Pg, the re  will be m any tra jec to ry  points, Pfl, according to 
th e  definition of the  p a th . T he m an ipu la to r end-effector will follow these tra jecto ry  
points as it moves tow ard th e  original goal point. W hen the  C artesian  coordinates
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of the tra jec to ry  points are denoted by ( x t , y t , Zt), the m an ipu la to r configuration 
whose end-effect.or is at. ( x t , y t , z t ) moved from  ( xc, y c, z c) is defined by six variables, 
i ?/c? “ci X'ti yti and
T he generation of th e  C artesian  coordinates of the  tra jec to ry  points, Pt,-, iji the 
first m odule is discussed when a straight line p a th  from  Pc to  Pg is defined. F irst, 
suppose th a t there are restric tions of jo in t angle changes on every joint, ac tua to r 
such th a t the m axim um  distance along which the  end-effector moves in a cycle is 
constrained to  a 1.0 cm. Along this stra igh t line p a th , the  coordinates of P t l , x t , y t , 
and zt , can be defined as follows:
x t = x c + A x ,  y t = yc +  A y ,  zt = zc +  A z ,  
where A x  =  ( xg — x c)/d,  A y  = (yg — yc)/d,  A z  =  (zg — zc)/d,  and  d is the distance 
from  the current, position of the end-effector to  the goal point.. However, if d is less 
th a n  1.0 cm, then  d will be set 1.0 cm. W hen d is g rea ter th a n  1.0 cm, the  distance 
between (x c, y c, z c) and ( x t , y t , z t ) is always 1.0 cm. In order to  have the coordinates 
of the  second tra jec to ry  point. Pf2, P(1 becom es Pc and  the  sam e procedure is applied 
to  the new stra igh t line from  Pc to  Pg. This procedure will be continued until the 
end-effector reaches the goal point.
This m ethod of tra jec to ry  point generation can be applied to any kind of path  
as long as defining the desired p a th  by a piecewise linear approxim ation is accept­
able. T hen, every straight line segm ent m ay be considered as a straight line path . 
A fter the  end-effector reaches the end of the  line segement. w ithin a certain  level of
accuracy, the control cycle can be executed for the next line segm ent.
On the o ther hand , defining the m anipu lato r control function by t he two position 
vectors, (xc, yc: zc) and ( x t , y t , z t ), will require 6 input variables for the  CMAC's in 
the  second m odule. Accordingly, these 6 inpu t variables, rrc, yc, zc, x t , yt, and zt 
will com pose a 6-dim ensional inpu t space and require the  6-dim ensional CMAC 
m em ory tables. The size of 6-dim ensional m em ory tables in the second m odule will 
be enorm ous. Hence, defining a  different set of input variables which will define 
the sam e m an ipu la to r control function will be a ttem p ted  in the first m odule. This 
can be accom plished by the  decom position of the control problem  as well as the 
partition ing  of the  high order inpu t vector.
T he direct m ovem ent defined by two position vectors, (x c, yc, z c) and (,rt , y , , z t ) 
is decom posed into a series of three sequential orthogonal sub-m ovem ents from 
(x c, yc, zc) to  ( x t , y c, z c) to  ( x t , y t . z c) to ( x t , y t , z t ). This series m ay be different 
according to  the order of sequences in the decom position. In Figure 7.2, the move­
m ent from ( xc,y c,z c) to ( x t , y c, z c) can be defined by a set of 4 inpu t variables 
{.rc, yc, zc, A .t} where x t was specified relative to  x c. Similarly, the m ovements 
from  ( x t , y c,Zc) to  ( x t , y t , z c) and from ( x t , y t , z c) to  ( x t , y t , zt )  can be defined by 2 
sets of 4 inpu t variables {.tc, 4- A x ,  yc, zc, A y )  and {xc +  A x,  yc + A y , : c, A z} re­
spectively. This com puting of the direct m ovem ent by three sequential ort hogonal 
sub-m ovem ents in x,  y,  and z directions requires the first m odule to produce a. set of 




Figure 7.2: Decom position of a Direct Movement, 
in to  T hree Sequential O rthogonal Sub-M ovem ents.
en ter the  second m odule.
For the given problem , the  w orkspace was chosen by the  intervals [48.0,63.0], 
yg[—5.0,5.5], and zg[—5.0,5.5]. T hen , the closed intervals for 6 inpu t variables were 
chosen as described in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Intervals for 6 In p u t Variables.




[-5 .0 ,5 .5 ]
A.r [-1 .0 ,1 .0 ]
A y [-1 .0 ,1 .0 ]







Figure 7.3: Two-Layered CM AC C ontrol M odule.
7 .2  E v a lu a tin g  th e  D e c o m p o s it io n
Figure 7.3 shows 6 tw o-layered CMAC control m odules. Each m odule has the 
sam e inpu t vector of 6 inpu t variables, x c, yc, zc, A x ,  A y ,  A : ,  and will produce one 
o u tp u t value th a t m ust be the jo int angle value for one of 6 jo in ts of the  m anipulator. 
Suppose th a t 6 of these m odules com prise the  coordinate transform  m odule in the 
control system .
For each m odule, 6 input variables are regrouped in to  th ree  4-climensional inpu t 
vectors (.rc, yc, zc, A x ) ,  ( xc + A x ,  yc, zc, A y ) ,  and (x c +  A x,  yc +  A y ,  zc, A z )  for th ree 
CM ACs a t th e  first layer. These th ree CMAG's are for the  control functions of three 
sequential orthogonal sub-m ovem ents of the  end-effector in x,  y,  and  r  directions. 




Figure 7.4: Jo in t Angle Values at Some In term ed ia te  Points.
in the  CM AC m em ory tab le  is a sum m ation  of the jo in t angle changes th a t are the 
o u tp u ts  of the  3 CM ACs in th e  previous layer. However, it is not necessary to have 
a 3-dim ensional CMAC at th e  second layer since simple sum m ation of th ree joint 
angle changes can be com puted while the  control system  is running.
Before this control system  can be used, th ree CM ACs in the  m odule m ust be 
tra ined  so th a t the CM ACs can learn the control functions for th ree sequential 
o rthogonal sub-m ovem ents in x,  y , and z directions. In Figure 7.4, jo in t angle 
values for the  th ree sequential o rthogonal sub-m ovem ents in x , y , and - directions 
are denoted schematically. Let 0, denote the  jo int angle values for the  m anipu­
la to r configuration whose end-effector is a t the  s ta rtin g  position ( xc, yc, z c). W hen 
( x t , y c, - c) is defined in CM A C / by the  inpu t values, x c, y c, zc, and A.r, the MNWD4B 
routine w ith 0,- as the  initial values will yield jo in t angle values, Of, for the  m anipu­
la to r configuration whose end-effector is a t ( x t , yc, zc) moved from ( xc, y c, zc). Then, 
A O f  =  O f  —  0 ,  will be com pared w ith the ou tp u t value of CM A C / and  proper d a ta  
will be stored  for every tra in ing  session for CM A C /. In C M A C //, (.tt ,yt ,Zc)  is de­
fined by the  inpu t values, x t , y c, z c, and Ay. T hen, the optim ization  routine with O f  
as the  in itia l values will yield jo in t angle values, O f , for th e  m an ipu la to r configura­
tion whose end-effector is at ( x t , y t , z c) moved from (x t , y c, z c). T hen , A O f  = O f  — O f  
will be com pared w ith the  o u tp u t value of CMAC’//  and  proper d a ta  wull be stored 
for every train ing  session for C M A C //. Similarly, when {xt , y t , z t ) is defined by the 
inpu t values, x-t,yt, zc, and A z,  the optim ization routine w ith O f  as the initial values 
will yield jo in t angle values, O f ,  for the  m anipu la to r configuration whose end-effector 
is a t (x t , y t , z t ) moved from  (x t , y t , z c). T hen , A O f  =  O f  —  O f  will be com pared with 
the  o u tp u t value of C M A C /// and  proper d a ta  will be sto red  for every training 
session for the  C M A C ///.
On the  o ther hand , sum m ation  of the jo in t angle values, O i ,  of the  s ta rting  con­
figuration and  th ree joint angle changes, A O f ,  A O f ,  and A O f ,  for th ree sequential o r­
thogonal sub-m ovem ents of the  decom posed problem  will be different from the joint 
angle values for the  d irect m ovem ent from  (x c, yc, z c) to  ( x t , y t , zt ). According to 
the original control problem , the  m an ipu la to r configuration at the tra jec to ry  point 
(x t , y t , z t ) depends on 6 variables: 3 C artesian coordinates of the s ta rtin g  position 
of the  end-effector and 3 C artesian  coordinates of the  tra jec to ry  point. However, 
for the  decom posed problem , direct m ovem ent to  a tra jec to ry  point which is in a
short, d istance from  the s ta rtin g  position is com puted by 3 sequential orthogonal 
sub-m ovem ents in x , y  and  z directions. Each directional sub-m ovem ent is defined 
by 4 variables: 3 C artesian coordinates of the s ta rting  position of the end-effector 
and the directional com ponent of the distance between the  sta rting  position of the 
end-effector and the tra jec to ry  point. Thus, sum m ation of the jo in t angle values 
of the sta rting  configuration and three joint angle changes for 3 directional sub­
movements defined by 4 in p u t variables is simply an approxim ation of the exact 
joint angle changes for the  direct m ovem ent. Of course, the distance along which 
the end-effector moves m ust be restric ted  to  small values. In this work, the m axi­
m um  small distance is set to  a  1.0 cm.
Let 9\ be the  joint angle values of the m anipu lato r configuration whose end- 
effector is at the tra jec to ry  point {xt , y t , z t ) moved from  (;rc, y c, z c) after three se­
quential orthogonal sub-m ovem ents. Then,
0'{ =  Oi +  AOf  + AOf  +  AOf.  (7.1)
Furtherm ore, w ith A  Of — Of — Oi, A  0% =  Of — Of, and  A  Of — Of — Of, Equation (7.1) 
can be simplified as following:
0't = 0f.  (7.2)
This m eans th a t 0[, the jo in t angle values of the m an ipu lato r configuration whose 
end-effector is a t the tra jec to ry  point (.tt , y t , z t ) moved from ( x c, yc, z c) after three 
sequential orthogonal sub-m ovem ents, are the sam e as Of, the jo in t angle values 
of the  m anipu lato r configuration whose end-effector is a t ( x t , y t , z t ) directly moved
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from  ( x t , y t , z c). The relationship of E quation (7.2) is clue to  the decom position 
in F igure 7.2. If the decom position was begun in the  y  direction followed by the 
sub-movement, in the  r  direction, E quation (7.2) would be Of = Of.
L et’s consider fu rther w hat Equation (7.2) m eans. Of are the  result of the sum ­
m ation  of the  joint angle values of the s tarting  configuration and th ree  jo in t angle 
changes for 3 directional sub-m ovem ents. In order to  produce Of, Oi were used as 
the  initial values for Of in the  optim ization routine. M oreover, Of were used as the 
initial values for Of. Similarly, Of were used as the in itial values for Of. Finally, Of 
are the joint angle values of the m anipu lato r configuration a t the tra jecto ry  point,. 
T im s, the  jo in t angle values, Of and Of, are sam e even though their initial values 
were different. Consequently, in the decom posed problem , the jo in t angle values 
of the m an ipu lato r configuration whose end-effector is at ( x t , y t , z t ) moved from 
( xc, yc, z c) is no m ore th an  the  joint angle values of the m an ipu la to r configuration 
a t the tra jec to ry  point after the last sub-movement, by which the end-effector gets 
to  ( x t , y t , z t ). T hen,
Of ~  o f XACT, (7.3)
where $ ^ XACT are the exact jo in t angle values for direct m ovem ent defined by 6
inpu t variables. It is im portan t to note th a t Of, for exam ple, are based on either Of
or Of. Hence, E quation (7.3) is valid even though A z = 0  when 0f = 0 f . In this case,
0 f =0f  or 0f= Of.
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Table 7.2: C om parison of 0\ w ith ff^XACT, 








7 .3  D e c o m p o se d  E x a c t  S o lu tio n  for T ra in in g
T he approxim ation indicated  in E quation (7.3) can be dem onstra ted  to be ac­
ceptable by observing the  characteristics of 0[ to  see if 0' can be used as an approx­
im ation of the exact solution. Table 7.2 shows a typical com parison of joint, angle 
values, 0~ and $?XACT by exact solution. For this table, (x c, y c, z c) and (.rf,y ,, r f) 
were (55.0, 0.0, -3 .0 ) and (55.3, 0.1, -2 .3 ) respectively, resulting  in a distance of 
0.768 cm. In the  table, jo in t angles are given in degrees. Of course, the differences in 
two sets of jo in t angles will be sm aller when a tra jec to ry  point is closer to  the s ta r t­
ing point. This is obvious when one com pares Table 7.2 w ith Table 7.3. The RMS 
difference of the jo in t angle values for Table 7.2 is 0.3659 while th a t of Table 7.3 is 
0.0727. Note th a t the two 0 ^ XACT are different because bo th  the s ta rtin g  positions 
and  the pa th s  were different. For Table 7.3, the  s ta rtin g  point was a t (5-5.2, 0.09, 
-2 .5 ) w ith a distance of 0.224 cm to  the tra jec to ry  point at (55.3, 0.1, -2 .3 ). Due 
to  the differences in the jo in t angle values, the  m an ipu lato r configuration by 0\ is 
different from th a t by 0pXACT. However, the end-effector in bo th  cases achieves the
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Table 7.3: Com parison of 9f w ith 0 f XACT. 
Pe= (55 .2 ,0.09,-2 .5), Pt= (55 .3 ,0 .1 ,-2 .3 ), |P C -  Pt | =  0.224.







sam e (x t, y t , z t ).
Table 7.4 shows the  jo in t angle values produced after moving to  the sam e goal 
point bu t having different s ta rtin g  points. In this table, 0'{ were used for tracking 
the  tra jec to ry  points along the  straight line paths. It is observed th a t the angle 
changes produced  a t joint 6 are larger th an  at the o ther joints. T he general trend  is 
th a t larger variations are to  be expected at the m ore distal joints. This m ust be so if 
th e  end-effector’s position is the sam e bu t errors exist at in term ediate  jo int angles. 
T he com m on goal point was a t (48.0, 6.0, -6 .0 ). This table illustrates th a t 0\ have 
the  capability  for producing different m an ipu la to r configurations at the sam e goal 
point b u t having different s ta rtin g  points.
Figure 7.5 shows the jo in t angle changes for 6 jo ints when the  m an ipu lato r end- 
effector moved from  (63.0, 6.0, -6 .0 ) to  (48.0, -6 .0 , 6.0). In this figure, the  solid 
line curves represent the  jo in t angle values, 0 f XACTf while the  dashed line curves 
represen t th e  0'{ values. In this figure, the solid line curves are sam e as the curves in 
Figure 6.3. T he differences in the  angle values for jo in t 6 are obvious. However, the
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Table 7.4: Joint Angle Values at the Point (48.0, 6.0, -6 .0) 
bu t w ith Varying Initial Conditions.
P a th s Join t Angles
From 0i 02 ^3 04 05 ^6
(48,-6 , 6) 31.635 10.572 0.000 -60.889 -73.334 -32.735
(63,-6 , 6) 31.323 10.551 0.201 -61.003 -71.138 -37.876
(63,-6 , 6) 31.622 10.671 0.526 -61.388 -71.087 -36.677
(48, 6, 6) 32.311 10.703 0.000 -61.905 -72.767 -30.747
(63, 6, 6) 31.706 10.661 0.389 -61.076 -72.908 -33.168
(63, 6 ,-6) 31.870 10.630 0.067 -61.247 -73.105 -32.106
(48 ,-6 ,-6 ) 31.218 10.494 0.001 -60.685 -71.910 -37.013
dashed line curves are sm ooth  and  continuous and  the  0\ values always m ake the 
m an ipu la to r end-effector a tta in ed  the tra jec to ry  points exactly. T he angle changes 
of jo int 3 produced by 0\ are sm oother th an  those produced by the  exact solution.
Figures 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8 show th ree principal views of the  m an ipu la to r th a t 
m oved from  the s ta rtin g  point (63.0, 6.0, -6 .0 ) to  the goal (48.0, -6 .0 , 6.0) by 
applying the 0 values. It was observed th a t the m an ipu lato r configuration a t each 
tra jec to ry  point along a s tra igh t line p a th  was n a tu ra l and the end-effector got to 
each tra jec to ry  point, exactly.
Hence, it is possible to  replace the exact solution w ith 0- for the train ing  model. 
For the decom position as depicted in Figure 7.2, 0' = 0-. At this ju n c tu re , 0\ are 
now term ed the Decomposed Exact  Solution for train ing m odel in this d issertation. 
A ccepting th is im plem entation will also dram atically  reduce the m em ory require­
m ent by only storing jo in t angle values for a generic elem ental m ovem ent instead 
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DISTANCE
FROM: ( 63  6 - 6 )  TO: ( 4 8  - 6  6 )
F igure 7.5: C om parison of &[ w ith 0 f XACT Jn E quation  (7.3).
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Figure 7.7: Front View of the M anipulator and a  Straight Line Path. 
D otted  line configuration is at the ctarting  point (63.0, 6.0, -6.0). 
Solid fine configuration is at the goal point (48.0, -6 .0 , 6.0).
Figure 7.8: Top View of the M anipulator and  a Straight Line Path .  
D otted  line configuration is at the s ta r ting  point (63.0, 6.0, -6.0). 
Solid line configuration is at the goal point (48.0, -6 .0 , 6.0).
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CMAC
Figure 7.9: New CMAC Control Module.
Both the relationship in Equation (7.3) and the fact tha t 9\ can be used as 
the exact solution for the training result from the fact tha t any solution for the 
m anipu la to r  configuration at a point in the workspace is based on the manipulator 
configuration from which the  end-effector s tarted . Consequently, keeping track of 
the joint angle values for the s tarting configuration in training is essential.
7 .4  T h e  C M A C  C o n tro l M o d u le  an d  T ra in in g
In Figure 7.3, there were three  4-dimensional CMACs in the first layer. However, 
taking advantage of the Decomposed Exact Solution makes the second module have 
only one 4-dimensional CM AC for one of three sub-movements. Figure 7.9 shows 
the new module with one CMAC. This module is due to the decomposition of 
Figure 7.2. To train  the CM AC, the Decomposed Exact Solution, 9'-, are used as the 
tra in ing model. Then, any general training technique may be applied to training the 
CM AC since the module has only one CMAC. The neighborhood sequential training 
m e thod  will be used.
Suppose th a t  the direct movement from (x c, y c, z c) to ( x t , y t , z t ) was decom-
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{ x c , y t , Z i )  0 f
A x
Figure 7.10: Decomposition for Training the CMAC in the Module.




yt [-6 .0 ,6 .5 ]
zt [-6 .0 ,6 .5]
A.t [-1 .0 ,1 .0]
posed by the following series of sequences: (1) sub-movement from ( x c, y c, z c) to 
(2) sub-movement from ( x c, y t , z c) to (x c, y t , z t ), and (3) sub-movement, 
from (x c, y t , z t ) to ( x t , y t , z t ). This decomposition is shown in Figure 7.10. Then, 
0[ =  Of. The inpu t vector of 4 input variables is (x c, y c +  A y , z c +  A~, A.r). The 
inpu t value ranges of the inpu t variables are specified in Table 7.5.
To tra in  the CM AC in the module, the joint angle values of the m anipulator 
configuration whose end-effector is at (xc, y t , z t ), Of, m ust be obta ined for every
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Figure 7.11: Neighborhood Sequential Training Points of x c, y t , and  zt .
training session. Since 0; are always available, the optimization routine with 0, as 
the intial values will yield 0* for the m anipula tor configuration whose end-effector is 
at ( x c, y f , z t). Then, Of will be obtained as the training model 0'- by the optimization 
routine with Of as the  initial values. Of will be com pared with the CMAC output 
values for 6 joints and  proper d a ta  w'ill be stored according to the  CM AC training 
algorithm discussed in Section 3.2.
However, it seems tha t neighborhood sequential training m ethod  induces a prob­
lem in storing the  desired control function, since the characteristics of sequential 
selection are not well m atched  with the dependence of the solution upon both  the 
direction of the pa th  and the  s tarting  position of the end-effector. In order to dis­
cuss this problem, it is necessary to  explain an initial values updating scheme  for
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training a 4-dimensional CMAC by neighborhood sequential training m ethod.
Figure 7.11 shows a p a r t  of 3-D work space and some training input points. 
Suppose th a t  the point A is where the m anipulator end-effector is positioned initially 
with the joint angles Of. Let ( xcA, ytA, z tA) be the coordinates of the point A. Then, 
t Cj4=s{, ytA= s\ ,  and  ztA = s j ,  where and  Sj are the first training input values
for the three input variable x c, y t , z t . This is due to Equation (4.2),
=  secdi +  (n — l)A ’r;
for neighborhood sequential training. Then, the coordinates of some points in 
this figure are to be as follows: B ( s 2 , 5 j , S j ) ,  Q s J ,  S j , s ® ) ,  D(sj, s\ ,  S j ), E(sj, s ^ ,  . Sj ) ,
In Figure 7.12, the training input points for the 4th input variable axis (thick 
line), A t ,  are shown with some training input points for o ther variables. In this 
figure, fj =  sf  due to Equation (4.2) for the 4th input variable. According to 
this initial values updating  scheme, Of are the initial values for the optimization 
routine when this routine is called to produce joint angle values for the manipulator 
configurations whose end-effectors will be at L moved from A. Since the manipulator 
end-effector is initially at A, the very first training input point in 4-D input space 
is fj whose coordinates are (s j ,  s j ,  s®, S j). The optimization routine with Of as the 
initial values will produce joint angle values, Ô 1, as the training model O', for the 
m anipulator configuration whose end-effector will be a t fj moved from A. W ith 0j‘ 
as the desired o u tp u t  values, proper d a ta  will be stored in the CMAC memory
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Figure 7.12: Sequential Selection of the Training Points.
elements th a t  are addressed by the training input vector , Sj, s j ). After the
train ing for f8 is finished, the training point for the input variable x c moves to  B. 
Also, the input, variable axis, A.t, is positioned with respect to the point B. The joint 
angle values, O f , for the m anipula tor configuration whose end-effector will be at B 
moved from A will be produced by the optimization routine with Of as the initial 
values. Then , Of become the initial values for the optimization routine, when this 
routine is called to produce joint angle values for the m anipulator configurations 
whose end-effectors will be a t f, moved from B. This procedure will be continued 
until sj is the m axim um  possible input values of x c for neighborhood sequential 
training, while keeping the o ther input values as sj and sj.
After one sweep along the x c axis is finished, the training input point of the input
variable yt moves to D. In order to produce the joint angle values for the m anipulator 
configuration whose end-effector will be at D moved from A, the optimization routine 
will use Of as the initial values. Then, a similar training procedure will continue 
along the axis of D-G-O- • • •. Refer to Figure 7.11. After the training sessions about 
the possible m axim um  input, values of yt are finished, H becomes the training input 
point of the inpu t variable z t . The optimization routine will use Of again as the 
initial values to produce the joint, angle values for the m anipu la to r configuration 
whose end-effector will be a t H moved from A. Then, the same training procedure 
will be repeated along the axis A-H-Q- • • •. This procedure will continue until 
training for all the training input points for the neighborhood sequential training is 
complete.
Now, the problem related to this initial values updating scheme  is discussed. 
Variations in the stored d a ta  for the points along any p a th  that, is parallel with ,tc 
axis, such as the one passing through A-B-C, will be smooth. However, variations 
in the stored d a ta  along m any o ther paths, such as the one passing through B-G or 
the one passing through P-O-C, will not be as smooth as th a t  of the stored da ta  
for the straight p a th  passing through A-B-C. For example, suppose th a t  the joint, 
angle values for the m anipula tor configurations at all the tra jectory  points along a 
straight line pa th  from (G3.0, 6.0, -6 .0) to (48.0, -6 .0, 6.0) are obtained according to 
the initial values updating  scheme described above. There are 23 trajectory  points 
along the p a th  whose length is 22.650 cm. The solid line graph  in Figure 7.13 shows
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the joint angle changes of the  6 joints when the end-effector is driven to follow the 
p a th  with these joint angle values. The dotted  line graph  is the  same as the dotted 
line graph  of Figure 7.5 th a t  is obtained by applying the Decomposed Exact Solution 
directly.
In this figure, the  solid line curves fluctuate and the joint angle changes are not 
sm ooth. Hence, the m anipu la to r configuration will not change very smoothly even 
though every m anipula tor configuration at every tra jecto ry  point will be natural. 
Although this problem will not significantly hu rt  the quality of the  training, its 
effect will be apparen t on the behavior of the joint angle changes of the CMAC 
outpu ts .
Even though it will be possible to apply the Random Training Method  [22], 
this m ethod  would in troduce complicated problems due to the random  nature  of 
selecting the  train ing points. In other words, if a new training input point is far from 
the one jus t finished, the task for updating  the initial values while the (x c, y t , z t ) 



















FROM: ( 63 6 - 6 )  TO: (4 8  - 6  6 )
Figure 7.13: Jo in t Angle Changes for a Straight Line P ath .  
F luctuates are due to  the initial values upda ting  scheme.
C hapter 8 
R esu lts and D iscussion
8.1 N e ig h b o r h o o d  S e q u e n tia l T ra in in g
In the neighborhood sequential training, the necessary num ber of training ses­
sions is usually small com pared the num ber of required memory locations. Gener­
ally, all the memory elements for the CMAC will not be addressed during training 
and some memory elements are not adjusted and remain zero. In Figure 3.2, for 
example, memory elements, Id, Ie, If, Ig, Eg, Fg, Gg, Hg, Jk, Kk, Lk, and Mk, 
were not. addressed and not listed in Table 4.2. Then, the  ou tpu ts  by those memory 
elements whose d a ta  were not stored will be poor. Furtherm ore, this will degrade 
the overall performance. This problem will appear when the num bers of intermedi­
ate variables for each quantizing function for any input variable are not the same. 
Of course, this problem can be avoided by adjusting both  K  and the resolution of 
the input, variables such th a t  the num ber of in term ediate variables of each quantiz­
ing function of each input, variable is same, as long as the required memory size is
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Table 8.1: Num bers of Interm ediate Variables.
K 6 7 8 9
j xQj yQj TQj vQj xQj yQi xQj yQ;
1 61 31 52 26 46 23 41 21
2 61 31 53 27 46 24 41 21
3 61 31 53 27 46 24 41 21
4 61 31 53 27 46 24 41 21
5 61 31 52 27 46 24 41 21
6 61 31 52 27 46 23 41 21
7 52 26 46 23 41 21
8 46 23 41 21
9 41 21
within the available limit. T hen , all the memory elements will be addressed while 
the CMAC is trained.
For example, let a 2-D CM AC be trained for storing the function f ( x , y )  — 
s in (x )  ■ sin (y)  when ^ (re so lu tio n  of ,r)=1.0 and r y(resolution of y)=1.0 . Table 8.1 
shows the num bers of in term ediate  variables for each quantizing function. In Ta­
ble 8.2, the RMS errors of the CMAC with I (= 7  and A '=8 are greater than  those 
of the CM AC with K = 9  while the performance of the CMACs with smaller K  is 
expected to  be better. To see this, Table 8.2 can be compared with Table 4.3 in 
Section 4.2. Therefore, w hether the num ber of intermediate variables of each quan­
tizing function for each inpu t variable is equal m ust be checked before applying the 
neighborhood sequential training.
This technique will make CMAC store a reliable control function in a relatively 
short period of training as long as the  numbers of the interm ediate variables of
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Table 8.2: M emory, Ntrain, and RMS Errors.
K 6 7 8 9
Memory 11,346 9,805 8,648 7,749
Ntrain 1,891 1,352 1,058 861
R M S  Errors 0.0011 0.0028 0.0032 0.0025
each quantizing function for any input variable are the same. Although sequential 
selection is not necessary as long as the training input vectors are chosen outside of 
a neighborhood, sequential training is convenient from a pragm atic  training s tand ­
point. As long as the memory requirements are smaller th an  the available one, it 
is recommended to keep the value of K  smaller in this training technique. For m a­
nipulator control applications, a desired control function can be stored using this 
technique along a representative trajectory tha t is defined by a number of input 
vectors along the trajectory.
8 .2  M u lt ila y e r e d  C M A C  S y s te m
The m ajo r purpose of building the multilayered CMAC system is to reduce the 
required memory size when the dimensionality of an input vector is high. For the 
given problem, the closed intervals for 6 input variables were given in Table 7.1. 
W hen the resolution for x c, yc, and rc is 0.25 cm and tha t for Air, A y, and A z is 0.05 
cm, the required memory locations for the manipulator are shown in Table 8.3. The 
Decomposed Exact Solution reduced the memory requirements for the two-layered 
module by two thirds. Refer to Equation (3.2) in Section 3.3 for estimating the
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Table 8.3: The Required M emory Locations.
K 6-D Layered by 9\
2 2,328,882,192 15,842,736 5,280,912
3 349,722,072 5,081,076 1,693,692
4 93,276,480 2,312,640 770,880
5 34,401,510 1,274,130 424,710
Table 8.4: Possible Lower Resolutions for Layered CM AC Systems.
IC ®C 1 Vc ? "C A.t, Ay, A z M emory
3 0.070 0.050 33,996,285
4 0.070 0.021 .33,859,500
5 0.070 0.011 32,898,624
required memory locations. T he  final reduction in m em ory is almost two orders of 
magnitude! CMAC with 424,710 required memory locations takes 9,294 disk blocks 
which correspond to 4,758,528 bytes on VAX8800.
If the memory locations saved by layering were still available, the resolution for 
the input variables of the layered CMAC system could be significantly improved. 
Table 8.4 shows the possible resolutions of the input variables for the CMAC m od­
ule which will be trained by decomposed exact solution when 34,000,000 memory 
locations were available. These CMAC systems will produce far m ore accurate joint 
angle values than  will the system of the 6-D CMACs with A '=5.
Now, the performance of the control system is discussed. F irst of all, the perfor­
m ance of the CMAC module is discussed. Three sets of different CMAC param eters 
were chosen to build three CM AC modules with similar required memory locations.
The neighborhood sequential training m ethod was applied to train the CMACs. Ta­
ble 8.5 is d a ta  for the CMAC module whose A'= 5 ,  resolution of x c, y t , and zt is 0.25 
cm, resolution of A t  is 0.05 cm, and the required memory locations are 424,710. 
Table 8.6 is d a ta  for the CM AC module whose A '=5, resolution of x c, y t , and zt 
is 0.168 cm, and resolution of A t  is 0.20 cm, and  the required m em ory locations 
are 437,760. Table 8.7 is d a ta  for the CM AC module whose K = 8 ,  resolution of 
x c,yt,  and zt is 0.157 cm, resolution of A t  is 0.05 cm, and  the required memory 
locations are 453,024. The train ing com puter program  used for the CMAC whose 
A’= 5 , resolution of Tc, y (, and  zt is 0.25 cm, and  resolution of A.t  is 0.05 cm is shown 
in Appendix.
In these tables, Length is the length of a straight line pa th  from a starting point, 
to a goal point. Nocyc is the num ber of feedback cycles executed for the end-effector 
to  a t ta in  the goal or reach the  final position near the goal. Thus, Nocyc is the same 
as the num ber of the tra jec to ry  points generated in the tra jecto ry  control module. 
Distra is the average error distance from the tra jecto ry  points to the point where the 
end-effector actually arrived with the CMAC outpu t values. Dislin is the average 
deviation error which is distance from the desired straight line pa th  to the point 
where the end-effector arrived. Distance is the error distance from the final position 
of the end-effector to the goal.
D a ta  storage in the CMAC of Tables 8.5 and 8.7 is successful since Distra values 
are smaller than  the resolutions of the input variables x c, y t , and zt . However, the
Distra values in Table 8.6 are not good. This may be due to the m agnitude of 
resolution of A.r which is 0.20 cm. This fact suggests th a t  it is necessary to keep 
the resolution of the feedback variable smaller than  the resolution of the com m and 
inpu t variables. Com paring Table 8.5 with Table 8.7, one can see th a t  Distra values 
of Table 8.7 are slightly smaller than  those of Table 8.5, since resolution of x c, yt , and 
Zt in Table 8.7 is smaller th a n  th a t  of Table 8.5. But, Distance values of Table 8.5 
are smaller than  those of Table 8.7.
Now, the goal tracking behavior of the m anipulator under the CMAC control is 
discussed. Figure 8.1 depicts the  goal tracking behavior of the end-effector. There 
is a straight line p a th  from a s tarting  position to a goal. Pfl is the first, tra jectory  
point generated in the tra jecto ry  control module. The basic concept for generating 
the Cartesian coordinates of the trajectory  points for a given straight line pa th  was 
discussed in Section 7.1. T he  distance from the s tarting position to Pfl is 1.0 cm. 
For this tra jecto ry  point, suppose th a t  CMAC produced the joint angle values such 
tha t the  m anipula tor end-effector moved to P tj due to the errors of the CMAC 
ou tpu ts .  W ith  the coordinates of Pfj as the feedback information, the trajectory  
control module will generate Pt2 for the next tra jectory  point. The distance from P/j 
to P(2 will be 1.0 cm. For Pf2, suppose th a t  the end-effector arrive at Pf2. Although 
P{2 in Figure 8.1 is located near the desired path , it will be possible for P(2 to be 
located away from the straight line path . This goal tracking will be continued until 
the end-effector a tta ins the  goal or reaches the goal within tolerance.
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Table 8.5: K = 5 , Resolution for x c, y t , z t is 0.25, Resolution for A x  is 0.05. 
For pa ths  with *, the end-effector was unable to approach to the goal within 
0.1 cm. Distances given are those of nearest approach to the goal. Blank d a ta  
indicates tracking was halted when the end-effector exited the inpu t space.
From To Length Nocyc Distra Dislin Distance
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (63, - 6 , 6) 22.650 25 0.203 0.161 0.010
(63, - 6 ,  6) (48, 6, - 6 ) 22.650 24 0.231 0.155 0.013
(48, 6, 6) (63, - 6 , - 6 ) 22.650 23 0.205 0.144 0.098
(63,-- 6 , - 6 ) (48, 6, 6)* 22.650 28 0.205 0.137 0.157
(63, 6, 6) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 22.650 22 0.209 0.136 0.008
(48, - 6 , - 6 ) (63, 6, 6) 22.650 27
(63, 6 , - 6 ) (48, - 6 , 6) 22.650 25 0.227 0.150 0.008
(48, - 6 ,  6) (63, 6, - 6 ) 22.650 25 0.204 0.162 0.011
(48, 6, - 6 ) (48, - 6 , 6) 16.971 20 0.146 0.091 0.006
(48, - 6 ,  6) (48, 6, - 6 ) 16.971 20 0.145 0.089 0.004
(48, 6, 6) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 16.971 20 0.146 0.004 0.000
(63, 6, 6) (63, - 6 , - 6 ) 16.971 20 0.146 0.003 0.000
(63, - 6 ,  - 6 ) (63, 6, 6) 16.971 21 0.146 0.004 0.007
(63, 6 , - 6 ) (63, - 6 , 6) 16.971 20 0.145 0.090 0.004
(63, - 6 ,  6) (63, 6, - 6 ) 16.971 20 0.145 0.089 0.003
(48, 6, 6) (63,--6, 6)* 19.209 23 0.154 0.104 0.103
(63, 6, 6) (48, --6, 6)* 19.209 23 0.153 0.076 0.154
(48, -6 ,  6) (63, 6, 6)* 19.209 23 0.172 0.117 0.106
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (63, - 6 , - 6 ) 19.209 21 0.175 0.127 0.100
(63, - 6 , - 6 ) (48, 6, - 6 ) 19.209 21 0.148 0.073 0.054
(48, -- 6 , - 6 ) (63, 6, --6)* 19.209 24 0.185 0.116 0.103
(63, 6 , - 6 ) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 19.209 21 0.191 0.089 0.005
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (63, 6, - 6 ) 1.5.000 14
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (48, 6, 6) 12.000 14 0.162 0.006 0.009
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (63, 6, 6)* 19.209 23 0.173 0.118 0.106
(63, 6, 6) (48, 6 , - -6)* 19.209 20 0.154 0.079 0.154
(48, 6, 6) (63, 6 , - -6)* 19.209 21 0.158 0.106 0.103
(48, - 6 ,  - 6 ) (63, - 6 , 6) 19.209 23 0.178 0.101 0.094
(63,-- 6 ,  6) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 19.209 19 0.199 0.092 0.005
(63, 6, 6) (63, - 6 , 6) 12.000 20 0.146 0.003 0.000
(63, - 6 ,  6) (63, 6, 6) 12.000 12 0.107 0.004 0.007
(63, -- 6 ,  - 6 ) (48, - 6 , 6) 19.209 21 0.146 0.085 0.055
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (48, -6 , - 6 ) 12.000 13 0.097 0.002 0.000
(48, - 6 ,  6) (48, 6, 6) 12.000 12 0.108 0.005 0.009
(63, 6 , - 6 ) (63, -6 , - 6 ) 12.000 12 0.105 0.002 0.000
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Table 8.6: K = 5 , Resolution for x c, y t , z t is 0.168, Resolution for A;r is 0.20. 
For pa ths  with *, the end-effector was unable to  approach to the goal within 
0.1 cm. Distances given are those of nearest approach to the goal. Blank da ta  
indicates tracking was halted when the end-effector exited the input space.
From To Length Nocyc Distra Dislin Distance
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (63, - 6 , 6) 22.650 29 0.216 0.174 0.077
(63, - 6 ,  6) (48, 6, - 6 ) 22.650 23
(48, 6, 6) (63, - 6 , - 6 ) 22.650 27 0.219 0.172 0.015
(63, - 6 , - 6 ) (48, 6, 6) 22.650 23
(63, 6, 6) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 22.650 21
(48,-- 6 , - 6 ) (63, 6, 6)* 22.650 34 0.212 0.078 0.109
(63, 6 , - 6 ) (48, - 6 , 6) 22.650 23
(48, - 6 ,  6) (63, 6, - 6 ) 22.650 29 0.221 0.165 0.080
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (48, - 6 , 6) 16.971 19 0.127 0.095 0.072
(48, - 6 ,  6) (48, 6, - 6 ) 16.971 19 0.127 0.095 0.072
(48, 6, 6) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 16.971 16 0.156 0.003 0.000
(63, 6, 6) (6.3,--6 ,--6)* 16.971 17 0.198 0.115 0.120
(63,-- 6 , - 6 ) (63, 6, 6)* 16.971 17 0.207 0.113 0.159
(63, 6 , - 6 ) (63, -6 , 6)* 16.971 20 0.171 0.3 53 0.141
(63,--6 ,  6) (63, 6,--6)* 16.971 20 0.172 0.154 0.141
(48, 6, 6) (63, - 6 , 6) 19.209 24 0.190 0.141 0.077
(63, 6, 6) (48, - 6 , 6) 19.209 19 0.134 0.097 0.085
(48, -- 6 ,  6) (63, 6, 6)* 19.209 27 0.212 0.131 0.159
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (63, - 6 , - 6 ) 19.209 24 0.170 0.113 0.015
(63, - 6 , - 6 ) (48, 6, - 6 ) 19.209 20 0.168 0.125 0.072
(48, - 6 , - 6 ) (63, 6, - 6 ) 19.209 25 0.210 0.101 0.080
(03, 6 , - 6 ) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 19.209 19 0.109 0.056 0.039
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (63, 6, - 6 ) 15.000 22 0.167 0.070 0.080
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (48, 6, 6)* 12.000 17 0.1.55 0.068 0.101
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (63, 6, 6)* 19.209 27 0.212 0.135 0.159
(63, 6, 6) (48, 6, - 6 ) 19.209 19 0.134 0.098 0.088
(48, 6, 6) (63, 6, - 6 ) 19.209 24 0.200 0.140 0.080
(48, - 6 ,  - 6 ) (63, - 6 , 6) 19.209 25 0.200 0.104 0.077
(63, - 6 ,  6) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 19.209 19 0.109 0.056 0.039
(63, 6, 6) (63 ,--6, 6)* 12.000 16 0.182 0.132 0.101
(63, --6 ,  6) (63, 6, 6)* 12.000 17 0.189 0.133 0.159
(63, - 6 , - 6 ) (48, - 6 , 6) 19.209 20 0.168 0.123 0.072
(48, 6 , - 6 ) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 12.000 15 0.133 0.000 0.000
(48,--6 ,  6) (48, 6, 6)* 12.000 17 0.155 0.068 0.101






Figure 8.1: Goal Tracking Behavior under CMAC Control.
If certain conditions for ending tracking are not established, the goal seeking 
cycle will continue endlessly since all inpu t variables were discretized. Thus, the 
following conditions were specified: if the distance between the current, position 
of the end-effector and  the goal is less th an  0.1 cm or Nocyc is greater than  35, 
the feedback cycle stops. The num ber 35 was chosen because the largest distance 
possible in the workspace is less th an  30 cm and the m axim um  possible distance 
along which the m anipula tor can move was 1.0 cm.
Distance is the error distance from the final position of the end-effector to the 
goal. For some pa ths  with goal points with *, the CM AC module kept producing 
the ou tpu t values such th a t  the end-effector kept wandering around the goal while 
the end-effector could not approach the goal within the distance of 0.1 cm. Distance 
values given are those of nearest approach to the goal. For these cases, the feedback
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Table 8.7: K = 8 , Resolution for x c, y t , z t is 0.157, Resolution for A.t is 0.05. 
For pa ths  with *, the end-effector was unable to  approach to the goal within 
0.1 cm. Distances given are those of nearest approach to the  goal. Blank d a ta  
indicates tracking was halted when the end-effector exited the input space.
From To Length Nocyc Distra Dislin Distance
(48, 6, - 6 ) (63, - 6 , 6) 22.650 25 0.141 0.122 0.092
(63, - 6 , 6) (48, 6, - 6 ) 22.650 24 0.137 0.112 0.041
(48, 6, 6) (63, - 6 , - 6 ) 22.650 25 0.127 0.112 0.041
(63,--6 , - 6 ) (48, 6, 6)* 22.650 28 0.115 0.063 0.114
(63, 6, 6) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 22.650 21 0.162 0.075 0.027
(48,--6 , - 6 ) (63, 6, 6)* 22.650 31 0.150 0.066 0.100
(63, 6, - 6 ) (48, - 6 , 6) 22.650 24 0.137 0.115 0.083
(48, - 6 , 6) (63, 6, - 6 ) 22.650 25 0.145 0.124 0.094
(48, 6, - 6 ) (48, - 6 , 6) 16.971 19 0.106 0.089 0.084
(48, - 6 , 6) (48, 6, - 6 ) 16.971 19 0.105 0.089 0.086
(48, 6, 6) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 16.971 17 0.095 0.017 0.002
(63, 6, 6) (63, - 6 , - 6 ) 16.971 17 0.109 0.047 0.028
(63, --6 , - 6 ) (63, 6, 6)* 16.971 22 0.118 0.052 0.100
(63, 6, - 6 ) (63, - 6 , 6) 16.971 19 0.115 0.100 0.074
(63, - 6 , 6) (63, 6, - 6 ) 16.971 19 0.114 0.100 0.075
(48, 6, 6) (63, - 6 , 6) 19.209 20 0.138 0.124 0.098
(63, -6 , 6) (48, 6, 6)* 19.209 23 0.131 0.112 0.L14
(48, --6 , 6) (63, 6, 6)* 19.209 24 0.148 0.099 0.170
(48, 6, - 6 ) (63, - 6 , - 6 ) 19.209 20 0.120 0.102 0.068
(63, - 6 , - 6 ) (48, 6, - 6 ) 19.209 21 0.112 0.088 0.090
(4 8 ,--6 ,--6 ) (63, 6,--6 )* 19.209 24 0.131 0.061 0.158
(63, 6, - 6 ) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 19.209 21 0.162 0.075 0.027
(48, 6 ,--6) (63, 6,--6)* 15.000 18 0.087 0.071 0.102
(48, 6, -6 ) (48, 6, 6)* 12.000 16 0.090 0.071 0.100
(48, 6,--6 ) (63, 6, 6)* 19.209 24 0.149 0.100 0.170
(63, 6, 6) (48, 6, - 6 ) 19.209 18
(48, 6, 6) (63, 6 ,- -6)* 19.209 23 0.137 0.121 0.102
(48, --6 ,- -6 ) (63, -6 , 6)* 19.209 25 0.1.36 0.057 0.155
(63, - 6 , 6) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 19.209 19 0.149 0.0.57 0.100
(63, 6, 6) (63, - 6 , 6) 12.000 13 0.115 0.083 0.074
(63,--6 , 6) (63, 6, 6)* 12.000 16 0.101 0.085 0.100
(63, - 6 , - 6 ) (48, - 6 , 6) 19.209 21 0.110 0.085 0.089
(48, 6, - 6 ) (48, - 6 , - 6 ) 12.000 13 0.092 0.050 0.051
(48,--6, 6) (48, 6, 6)* 12.000 16 0.090 0.072 0.100
(63, 6, - 6 ) (63, - 6 , - 6 ) 12.000 13 0.090 0.046 0.028
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cycle was forced to stop after one round of wandering. This wandering cycle would 
continue to repeat since the  CMAC input space is discretized and the goal could 
never be reached exactly. Near the goal point, the  CM AC will produce only a few 
sets of the same ou tpu ts ,  since a few sets of feedback values will be selected for the 
same com m and input variable values.
Although the CM AC m odule was trained for the  complete workspace, there will 
be some sections near the boundary  of the workspace for which the CMAC module 
fails to work. CMAC produces its ou tpu ts  by simply adding up the weight values 
of the m em ory elements th a t  were addressed by the inpu t variable values. Thus, if 
the input variable values are out of the input space boundaries, the CMAC module 
will stop working. For the control system studied in this work, it will be possible 
for some feedback variable values to be out of the inpu t space. For some trajectory 
points tha t are near the boundary  of the workspace, the CMAC module produces 
joint angle values such th a t  the m anipula tor configuration locates its end-effector 
out of the input space. T hen  the CMAC module will s top working since the feedback 
variable values th a t  are the coordinates of current end-effector position are out of the 
input space. Of course, this is due to  the errors in CM AC ou tp u t values. The paths 
with blank d a ta  in Tables 8.5, 8.6, and  8.7 are such cases. Thus, after testing the 
m anipulator for every possible pa th ,  one needs to  set up an executable workspace 
for the m anipulator which will be under CM AC control. This phenomenon can 
be illustrated in Figure 8.2. In this example, the end-effector moved from (56.0,
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6.0, -6 .0) to the goal at (63.0, 6.0, -6.0). After the 7t.h feedback cycle, for the 
tra jectory  point at (63.000, 6.000, -6.000) the CMAC module produced joint, angle 
values such th a t  the end-effector arrived at (63.253, 6.000, -6.000) which is out of 
the  workspace. At this point, the CMAC module stops working.
W ith  the aid of Figure 8.1 and Tables 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7, it can be imagined tha t 
the  pa th  along which the end-effector actually moved was a 3-dimensional line on 
a twisted strip. The average w idth of the strip is two times the Dislin whose center 
line runs straight from the original strarting  point of the end-effector to the goal. 
Four typical paths  along which the end-effector moved are shown in Figure 8.3. The 
straight line pa th  of (1) is from (63.0, 6.0, -6 .0) to (48.0, -6 .0, 6.0). From (63.0, 6.0,
6.0) to (63.0, -6 .0 , -6 .0), from (48.0, -6 .0 , -6 .0) to (63.0, -6 .0 , 6.0), and from (63.0,
6.0, 6.0) to (63.0, -6 .0 , 6.0) are the straight line paths of (2), (3), and (4). For most 
of the goal points, the m anipu la to r  end-effector reached within a distance of 0.1 cm 
of the goal. As discussed earlier, for some points, the CMAC module produced joint 
angle values such th a t  the end-effector wandered around the goal point aimlessly.
The performance of the CM AC module of Table 8.7 is as good as the CMAC 
module of Table 8.5. However, the CMAC module whose K =5 , resolution of x c, y t , 
and  zt is 0.25 cm, and resolution of A.r is 0.05 cm was chosen for the control system, 
since the  module of Table 8.5 produced better ou tpu ts  for the final goal tracking. 
The remaining p ar t  of this chapter is due to the CMAC module.
Table 8.8 reveals the CMAC controller’s capability for storing the m anipulator
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MOVE THE END-EFFECTOR FROM (56.0, 6.0, -6.0) ALONG A STRAIGHT LINE 
PATH TO (63.0, 6.0, -6.0) IN A DISTANCE OF 7.000
Initial configuration by the joint angles:
28.770 8.732 0.016 -54.436 -64.476 -23.949
1 From (56.000, 6.000, -6.000) To (57.000, 6.000, -6.000)
28.319 8.525 0.015 -53.655 -63.616 -22.277
With a position error of 5.996, arrived at (57.004, 5.991, -6.001)
2 From (57.004, 5.991, -6.001) To (58.004, 5.992, -6.001)
27.550 8.318 0.014 -52.758 -62.921 -20.692
With a position error of 5.002, arrived at (58.004, 5.991, -6.001)
3 From (58.004, 5.991, -6.001) To (59.003, 5.795, -6.001)
26.978 8.108 0.018 -51.812 -62.091 -19.370
With a position error of 4.005, arrived at (59.003, 5.750, -6.000)
4 From (59.003, 5.750, -6.000) To (60.001, 5.812, -6.000)
26.212 7.852 0.020 -50.590 -61.126 -17.618
With a position error of 2.758, arrived at (60.253, 5.750, -6.000)
5 From (60.253, 5.750, -6.000) To (61.249, 5.840, -6.000)
25.453 7.611 0.013 -49.498 -59.806 -16.240
With a position error of 1.518, arrived at (61.503, 5.750, -6.000)
6 From (61.503, 5.750, -6.000) To (62.489, 5.915, -6.000)
24.655 7.377 0.010 -48.393 -58.430 -14.943
With a position error of 0.352, arrived at (62.753, 5.750, -6.000)
7 From (62.753, 5.750, -6.000) To (63.000, 6.000, -6.000)
24.586 7.287 0.011 -48.027 -57.983 -13.849
With a position error of 0.253, arrived at (63.253, 6.000, -6.000)
8 From (63.253, 6.000, -6.000) To (63.000, 6.000, -6.000)
Figure 8.2: Violation of the Workspace.
Angles are in degrees. Positions are in cm.
( 3 )
—  (4)
Figure 8.3: Goal Tracking Behaviors for 4 Straight. Line Paths.
Dotted  line is for the  straight line pa th . Solid line is for the 
actual p a th  along which the end-effector moved.
control function whose configuration depends on bo th  the kinematic constraints of 
the m anipula tor and the position as well as the orientation of the desired path . The 
control system was tested for seven different straight line pa ths  to a common goal at 
(48.0, 6.0, -6 .0). In this table, the joint angles are for the m anipula tor configuration 
at the final goal. The end-effector could move to some points a distance of 0.016 
cm from the specified goal. Comparing this table with Table 7.4, one can see 
th a t  although the differences in m anipula tor configurations of Table 8.8 are not 
as remarkable as those of Table 7.4, the CMAC module is able to produce ou tpu t 
values such th a t  the m anipula tor configurations are dependent upon the positions 
of the s tarting  point as well as the goal point.
Figure 8.4 shows the joint angle changes as the end-effector tracks some trajec-
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Table 8.8: Joint Angle Values at. the point (48.0, 6.0, -6 .0) 
but W ith  Varying Initial Conditions.
Paths Joint Angles
From 02 0.2 04 0s 06
(48,-6, 6) 31.452 10.538 0.003 -60.949 -72.028 -3.5.781
(63,-6, 6) 31.402 10.531 0.003 -60.921 -71.960 -36.067
(63 ,-6 ,-6) 31.463 10.530 0.00.3 -60.928 -72.005 -35.569
(48, 6, 6) 31.452 10.538 0.003 -60.949 -72.028 -35.781
(63, 6, 0) 31.488 10.570 0.003 -61.082 -72.136 -35.762
(63, 6,-6) 31.450 10.541 0.003 -60.976 -72.004 -35.768
(48,-6 ,-6) 31.452 10.538 0.003 -60.949 -72.028 -35.781
tory  points for the desired straight line p a th  from (63.0, 6.0, -6 .0) to  (48.0, -6.0,
6.0). The final position of the end-effector was at (48.002, -6.005, 5.994) with an 
error distance of 0.008 cm to  the goal. In this figure, dashed line curves are for 
CM AC result and  solid line curves are for the training model. The abscissa rep­
resents the distance between the goal and the position of the end-effector as the 
end-effector tracks the goal.
Comparing the dashed line curves with the solid line cyrves of Figure 7.13, one 
can see th a t  each pair of curves tend to change in the sam e way and the dashed line 
curves are sm oother than  the  solid line curves of Figure 7.13. This illustrates that 
the CMAC stored the desired control function reliably and  the C M A C ’s characteris­
tics of d a ta  generalization relieved the problem caused by the initial values updating 
scheme for the neighborhood sequential training. T he problem was discussed with 
Figure 7.13 in Section 7.4.






















FROM: ( 63 6 - 6 )  TO: (4 8  - 6  6 )
DISTANCE MOVED: (63, 6, - 6 )  =>  22.650 cm  
POSITION ERROR: 0.008 cm  0.009 % L
Figure 8.4: Post-Training Perform ance of CM AC O utputs, Exam ple 1.
Com pared To the Training M odel, O f .
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moved from the starting  point (63.0, 6.0, -6 .0) to the goal (48.0, -6 .0 , 6.0) under 
CM AC control in Figure 8.4. D otted line figures are the s tarting  configurations. 
These figures show tha t for the given straight line p a th  the end-effector could not 
follow the desired pa th  exactly. However, the end-effector did not diverge signifi­
cantly. Also, these configurations can be com pared with the configurations by the 
Decomposed Exact  Solution in Figures 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8 in Section 7.3.
Figures 8.8, 8.9, and 8.10 show the joint angle changes for three possible paths 
in the workspace. In these figures, dashed line curves are for CMAC! result and 
solid line curves are for the training model. For the given goal (48.0, 6.0, -6 .0) in 
Figure 8.8, the final position of the end-effector was at (48.003, 5.985, -6.000) with 
an error distance of 0.016 cm. For Figure 8.9, the  end-effector reached the final 
position at (63.103, -5.998, 5.999) with an error distance of 0.103 cm to the goal at 
(63.0, -6 .0, 6.0). In Figure 8.10, for the given goal (63.0, -6.0, 6.0), the end-effector 
got to (63.003, -5.998, 6.000) with an error distance of 0.004 cm.
One of the most im portan t advantages of a CM AC control system is th a t  the 
control system involves very simple run-tim e com putations th a t  execute with high 
speed. Before the CMAC control system begins working, the control system should 
be initialized by providing the  CMAC memory da ta .  The initialization process 
will take some time since the am ount of CMAC memory locations might be huge. 
T he  initialization process for the CMAC control module in Figure 7.9, of which 
required memory locations are 424,710, took 102.90 seconds of CPU time. (Refer
Figure 8.5: Right.-Side View of the M anipulator and the Path  
along which the End-Effector moved by the CM AC outputs. 
Dotted line configuration is at the starting  point (03.0, 6.0, -6.0). 
Solid line configuration is at the goal point (48.0, -6 .0 , 6.0).
Figure 8.6: Front. View of the M anipulator and the P a th  
along which the End-EfFector moved by the CMAC outpu ts . Dotted 
line configuration is at the s tarting  point (63.0, 6.0, -6.0).
Solid line configuration is at the goal point (48.0, -6 .0 , 6.0).
Figure 8.7: Top View of the M anipulator and the P a th  
along which the end-effector moved by the CMAC outpu ts .  Dotted 
line configuration is at the s tarting  point (63.0, 6.0, -6.0). 

















0 4 8 12 16
DISTANCE
FROM: ( 63 - 6  - 6 )  TO: ( 48 6 - 6 )
DISTANCE MOVED: (6 3 ,-6 ,-6 )  = >  19.209 cm  
POSITION ERROR: 0.054 cm  0.061 % L
Figure 8.8: Post-Training Perform ance of CM AC O utputs, Exam ple 2.
Com pared to the Training M odel, 6 f .
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0 4 8 12 16
DISTANCE
FROM: ( 48 - 6  -6 )  TO: ( 63 - 6  6 )
DISTANCE MOVED: (48, - 6 ,  - 6 )  =>19.209 cm  
POSITION ERROR: 0.094 cm  0.106 % L
Figure 8.9: Post-T raining Perform ance of CM AC O utputs, Exam ple 3.





















0 3 6 9 12
DISTANCE
FROM: ( 63 6 6 ) TO: (63  - 6  6 )
DISTANCE MOVED: (63, 6, 6) =>  12.000 cm  
POSITION ERROR: 0.000 cm 0.000 % L
Figure 8.10: Post-Training Perform ance of CM AC O utputs, Exam ple 4.
Com pared to the Training M odel, 0 * .
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Table 8.9: Com parison of C om puting Tim e.
Total A Feedback Cycle
CMAC 3.5 0.1458
O ptim ization 35.97 1.5639
to Table 8.3.) This tim e is for reading the  CMAC m em ory d a ta  into the  running 
com puter code residing in a VAX8800 which executes instructions at 6 million 
instructions per second(M IPS).
Table 8.9 shows a com parison of the controlling com putation  tim e for CMAC 
and the optim ization routine. T he unit of tim e is the second. T he task was to move 
the end-effector a t (63.0, 6.0, 6.0) to the goal a t (48.0, 6.0, -6 .0 ) along a straigh t line 
p a th . The control by CMAC is m ore than  10 times faster th an  by the optim ization 
control. Of course, the  optim ization control could follow the  pa th  exactly and got 
to the  goal precisely after 20 feedback cycles while the  CM AC control executed 
the  mission approxim ately bu t with a certain level of reliability. Under the CMAC 
control, the end-effector arrived at (48.003, 5.985, -6 .000) with an error distance 
of 0.016 cm after 20 feedback cycles. Total train ing tim e for the CMAC control 
m odule was 06:26:45.48 for 14,157 train ing  sessions.
C hapter 9 
C onclusions and  
R ecom m en d ation s
In this d issertation , the  neighborhood sequential tra in ing  m ethod  was developed 
as a general CMAC train ing  technique. Also, the m ultilayered CM AC control sys­
tem  was studied in order to  reduce the excessive m em ory requirem ents of CMAC 
controllers for complex control system s w ith m any inpu ts. A two-layered CMAC 
m odule was sim ulated for a six dim ensional CMAC to  perform  tra jec to ry  control for 
a six degree of freedom  m an ipu lato r. Layering was accom plished by the  decom po­
sition of direct m ovem ents of the  m an ipu la to r end-effector in C artesian  space into 
th ree  sequential orthogonal sub-m ovem ents.
Neighborhood sequential tra in ing  is a general tra in ing  technique th a t can be 
applied to a whole inpu t space or a p a rt of the inpu t space. This train ing  m ethod 
requires only a small num ber of t raining sessions com pared to  the num ber of required 
CM AC m em ory locations. It. is recom m ended th a t the value of K  be kept small 
as long as the  required m em ory size is sm aller th an  th a t physically available. In
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addition, to obtain  the  best tra in ing  perform ance out of this technique it is essential 
to  see if the num bers of in term ediate  variables for each quantizing function of each 
inpu t variable are the same.
T he num ber of quantizing functions, K , is the m ost im p o rtan t param eter con­
trolling the  perform ance of a CMAC control system . It is also the m ost im portan t 
p aram eter in any train ing  technique. In order to choose a proper K ,  the available 
m em ory size for the m em ory tab le  m ust be considered first. T hen, according to  both  
the desired level of perform ance and the  train ing  m ethods, A may be increased to 
decrease the  train ing  period. The CMAC system  w ith a sm aller value of K  has the 
following features; (1) A bigger m em ory tab le  size is required. (2) A m ore accurate 
d a ta  will be stored. CM ACs with A '= 2 yield the m ost accurate  solution values.
(3) A longer tra in ing  period is necessary w hatever tra in ing  technique is used since 
learned inform ation by a tra in ing  session is generalized over a  sm aller region of the 
m em ory table.
It is obvious th a t a m ultilayered CMAC system  produced by the decom posi­
tion of the high order control problem  can result in a reduced size of the CMAC 
m em ory tables. T he po ten tial for decom position of any given control problem  m ust 
be determ ined before a m ultilayered CMAC system  can be im plem ented. In this 
d issertation , every short d istance movement of the m anipu lato r end-effector in 3-D 
space was decom posed into a  series of th ree  sequential orthogonal 1-D m ovements. 
In this study, it was possible to  reduce the m em ory requirem ents even fu rther by
I l l
taking advantage of the redundancy  inherent in the decom posed control problem . 
The reduction in m em ory achieved was alm ost two orders of m agnitude.
The decom position technique used in this d issertation  has the  po ten tial to be 
applied to  m any classes of control problem s which involve positional inform ation 
specified by C artesian  coordinates and whose functional values change sm oothly 
and  continuously. For exam ple, velocity and acceleration vectors represented  in 
C artesian  coordinate system  can be decom posed into their th ree  orthogonal com ­
ponents. In addition, for o ther orthogonal coordinates system s such as cylindrical 
or spherical system s, the  application of the m ethod  will be successfid as long as the 
variations in the  positional inform ation are kept small.
Selecting a proper tra in ing  technique for a CMAC control system  requires th a t 
one study  the characteristics of bo th  the  desired control function and  the train ing 
technique to  assure th a t the  train ing  technique does not in troduce a behavior in 
conflict w ith those of the  desired control function. It was crucial to  understand  
the effects of the initial values for the  optim ization routine on the behavior of the 
control function used to  tra in  the CM AC memory.
T he optim ization  rou tine serves as an  excellent solution m ethod  for any lion- 
conventional kinem atic system  such as a hum an arm , leg, and fingers if a cost func­
tion can be constructed  so th a t the desired control function obta ined  by m inimizing 
the  cost is a sm ooth  and continuous.
A lthough it is im possible to  determ ine the optim al CM AC param eters  such as
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K  and the resolutions for th e  inpu t variables, for this work, the CM AC module 
whose resolution of feedback variable is sm aller th an  th a t of com m and inpu t vari­
able showed b e tte r goal tracking capability. Also, to  predict the  precision of the 
CM AC o u tp u ts  before the  CM AC m odule is loaded w ith desired control function is 
im possible. Hence, m any possible sets of those param eters should be obta ined  such 
th a t the  required m em ory size for the  CM ACs w ithin the  available m em ory size. 
T hen , m any CM AC m odules m ust be sim ulated and  tested  in order to  have a set 
of CMAC param eters by which the CM AC works in a desired level of perform ance. 
It is also necessary to  establish an executable workspace.
In order to b e tte r  utilize the C M A C ’s control capability, it is recom m ended 
th a t a  b e tte r  tra jec to ry  control m odule be developed for the control system  in this 
d issertation . Also, the tra jec to ry  control m odule should be designed so th a t the 
ability of the C M A C ’s adap tive control can be im plem ented in the control system . 
For doing th is, bo th  the  decom position of the control problem  and the layering 
should be considered. Furtherm ore, it is recom m ended th a t proper tra in ing  m ethod 
be developed so th a t CM AC m odule can adaptively produce the tra jec to ry  points 
while it produces o u tp u t values.
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C THIS IS MAIN PROGRAM FOR TRAINING THE CMAC WITH FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:
C
C K = 5
C
C INPUT VARIABLE RANGE MIN. & MAX. RESOLUTION
C S(l)=Xc 48.0 63.0 0.25
C S(2)=Yt -6.0 6.5 0.25
C S(3)=Zt -6.0 6.5 0.25
C S(4)=DELx -1.0 1.0 0.05
C 
C
C INITIAL POSITION OF THE END-EFFECTOR IS AT (48.0, -6.0, -6.0) BY
C THE INITIAL JOINT ANGLES IN DEGREES
C 18.269, 10.745, 0.004, -62.227, -72.568, -30.173.
C
C THIS PROGRAM IS TO BE RUN BY BATCH JOB AFTER THE SUBPROGRAM
C MNWD4B IS PROPERLY LINKED.
C












C LCMACS: NO. OF CMACs OPERATING ON THE SAME INPUT VECTOR
C I.E ., NO. OF JOINTS
C NV: NO. OF INPUT VARIABLES
C K: NO. OF QUANTIZING FUNCTIONS
C G: GAIN FACTOR IN TRAINING ALGORITHM G=1.0
C NTRAIN: NO. OF TRAINING SESSIONS
C RESOL(NV): RESOLUTION OF NVth INPUT VARIABLE
C RANGE(NV,2): RANGE OF THE INPUT VARIABLE VALUES
C D(6): SIX LINK DISTANCES
C A(6) : SIX LINK LENGTHS
C ALPHA(6): SIX TWIST ANGLES
C W(6): SIX OMEGAs
C F(3): THREE WEIGHTING FACTORS F(I)
C IP(6): ARBITRAY VALUES FOR PENALTIES
C P6: ARBITRARY VALUE FOR PENALTY FOR 6TH JOINT
C TMIN(6): MINIMUM JOINT ANGLE RANGES
C TMAX(6): MAXIMUM JOINT ANGLE RANGES
C TINI(6): SIX JOINT ANGLES OF THE VERY ORIGINAL
C STARTING CONFIGURATION
C ISIZE(K): SIZE OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL MEMORY ARRAY
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c EQUIVALENT TO FOUR-DIMENSIONAL MEMORY TABLE
C WETMAT(LCMACS,K,ISIZE) : MEMORY ARRAY
C NOQS(NV.K) : NO. OF QUANTIZING FUNCTIONS
C SIZEINTER(NV) : SIZE OF THE INPUT VARIABLE AXES
C S(NV) : INPUT VALUE OF THE NVth INPUT VARIABLE
C M(NV,K) : THE INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE FOR THE NVth INPUT
C VARIABLE Kth QUANTIZING FUNCTION FOR S(NV)
C TSOL(LCMACS) : JOINT ANGLES FOR LCMACSth JOINT
C ID(NV) : ADDRESS OF M(NV,K) IN ISIZE(K)
I
TYPE*, ’>> ENTER INPUT FILE NAME ’
WRITE(7,2)
READ(7,1)FIN










c-------- QUANTIZATION IN 1S-TO-M MAPPING
CALL qUANTI(LCHACS,NV,K,NOQS,RANGE,RESOL,ISIZE)
C



























DO 3 1=1,LCMACS 
3 READ(5,*)W(I),IP(I),TMIN(I),TMAX(I)
C










































T1=RANGE(1,1) + RKRES0L1 * ( NOqS(l,l)-l )
T2=RANGE(2,1) + RKRES0L2 * ( N0qS(2,l)-l )
T3=RANGE(3,1) + RKRES0L3 * ( N0qS(3,l)-l )























C-------  CALL TO THE SUBROUTINE MNWD4B TO GET DESIRED SOLUTION FOR THE
C-------  MANIPULATOR CONFIGURATION WHOSE END-EFFECTOR IS AT








C-------  ADJUSTING THE WEIGHTS ACCORDING TO THE CMAC TRAINING ALGORITHM
DO 52 IJOINT=i,LCMACS 
SUM=0.
DO 50 11=1,K




C  COMPARING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DESIRED FUNCTION VALUE AND CURRENT
C-------  CMAC OUTPUT VALUE TO SEE IF THE DIFFERENCE IS LESS THAN









IF( S(4).LT.T4 )THEN 
DELTX=DELTX+RKRES0L4
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GO TO 40 
END IF
C














C  THE END OF ONE SWEEP ALONG AN AXIS WHICH IS PARALLEL WITH X-AXIS
C














C-------  THE END OF ONE SWEEP ALONG AN AXIS WHICH IS PARALLEL WITH Y-AXIS
C
































C-------  TCOM(I) IS FOR INITIAL VALUES FOR THE TSOL(I) OF THE MANIPULATOR













DO 10 1=1,3 
10 DOAL(I)=GOAL(I)
DO 20 1=1,6 
20 TDOM(I)=TCOM(I)
MN=1000











C-------  CALCULATE THE POSITIONS OF EACH LINKING POINT AND




C0ST1 = SQRT( (DOAL(1)-C00RP(7,1))**2 +
+ (D0AL(2)-C00RD(7,2))*+2 + (D0AL(3)-C00RD(7,3))**2 )
c-------  ORIENTATION COST
CALL ORIENT(DOAL,COORD,COSBETA)
C0ST2= W(l)+W(2)+W(3)+W(4)+W(5)+W(6)
+ - W(1)+COSBETA(1) - W(2)*COSBETA(2) - W(3)*C0SBETA(3)




C-------  ANGLE CHANGE COST
CALL C0ST4(TSOL,FINE)
C------- TOTAL COST












IF(TSOL(I).LT.TMIN(I)) PEN(I)=( -TSOL(I)-TMIN(I) )*10**IP(I) 
IF(TSOL(I).GE.TMIN(I).AND.TSOL(I).LE.TMAX(I))PEN(I)=0.0 





















LMAG=SQRT( LX+LX + LY+LY + LZ*LZ )
C
DOTPRO=LX*GX + LY*GY + LZ*GZ
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IF(LMAG.LT.0.01)G0 TO 10
C------- LINK3 HAS ZERO LINK LENGTH











































CALL TRANS(0.0, 0.0, D(2),W0RK)






C CALL R0T( 0.0,1,WORK)
C-------  POSITION OF THE ORIGIN OF THE 2ND AND 3RD LOCAL COORD. SYSTEM




C--------LINK3 HAS ZERO LENGTH LINK
CALL ROT(THE(3),3,WORK)
C CALL TRANS(0.0, 0.0, D(3).WORK)
C CALL TRANS(A(3),0.0, 0.0,WORK)




C-------- LINK4 (PHYSICALLY, 3RD LINK)
CALL R0T(THE(4),3,WORK)
C CALL TRANS(0.0, 0.0, D(4),WORK)
CALL TRANS(A(4),0.0, 0.0,WORK)
C CALL ROT( 0.0, l.WORK)
C  POSITION OF THE ORIGIN OF THE 4TH LOCAL COORD. SYSTEM




C-------  LINK5 (PHYSICALLY, 4TH LINK)
CALL R0T(THE(5),3,WORK)
C CALL TRANS(0.0, 0.0, D(5).WORK)
CALL TRANS(A(5),0.0, 0.0,WORK)
C CALL ROT( 0 .0,l.WORK)
C-------  POSITION OF THE ORIGIN OF THE 5TH LOCAL COORD. SYSTEM




C------- LINK6 (PHYSICALLY, 5TH LINK)
CALL ROT(THE(6),3,WORK)
C CALL TRANS(0.0, 0.0, D(6).WORK)
CALL TRANS(A(6),0.0, 0.0,WORK)
C CALL ROT( 0 .0,l.WORK)
C-------  POSITION OF THE ORIGIN OF THE 6TH LOCAL COORD. SYSTEM









0 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
SUBROUTINE QUANTI(LCMACS,NV,K,N0QS,RANGE,RESOL,ISIZE)
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C EPS: ZERO FOR COMPARISON PURPOSE
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DO 100 1=1,NV 
0K=0.0
DO 10 KK=1,K 
10 OK=OK+RESOL(I)
C-------  THE SIZE OF RANGE OF EACH INPUT VARIABLE AXIS
SIZE = ABS( RANGE(I,2) - RANGE(I,1) ) + RESOL(I)
C-------  NO. OF INTERMEDIATE VARIABLES OF THE FIRST QUANTIZING FUNCTION
NOqS(I,l)=SIZE /  OK 
SIZEN=0.0
DO 20 NN=1,NOQS(I,1)
20 SIZEN=SIZEN + OK
FLAG= SIZE - SIZEN
IF( FLAG.GT.0.0 )NOQS(I,l)=NOqS(I,l)+l 
0N=0.0
DO 30 NN=1,NOQS(I,1)













50 IF(INDEX.EQ. (K-l) )THEN
DO 60 J=2,K 
60 N0QS(I,J)=N0QS(I,1)
ELSE








C-----  DETERMINE ONE-D MEMORY SIZE OF Kth FOUR-DIMENSIONAL MEMORY TABLE
DO 300 12=1,K 
IPR0=1
















c   IN s-TO-M MAPPING, FOR EACH INPUT VARIABLE VALUE, AN INTERMEDIATE
C-------  VARIABLE IS IDENTIFIED
CALL STOM(LCMACS,NV,K,M,RANGE,RESOL,S,SIZEINTER)
C
C  WITH THE COMBINATION OF THOSE INTERMEDIATE VARIABLES, ADDRESS IN
C-------  ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY IS IDENTIFIED
DO 5 18=1,K 
ISUM=0
DO 4 17=1,NV-1 
IM=M(17,18)-1 















C EPS: ZERO FOR COMPARING PURPOSE
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




SIZE = S(I) - RANGE(I,1) + RESOL(I)
M(1,1) = SIZE /  SIZEINTER(I)
SIZEM = SIZEINTER(I) * M(I,1)
FLAG = SIZE - SIZEM
IF( FLAG.GT.EPS )M(I,1)=M(I,1)+1













DO 40 J=2,K 
40 M(I,J)=M(I,1)
ELSE
DO 50 J=2,K-INDEX 
50 M(I,J)=M(I,1)+1










DO 10 1=1,4 
DO 10 J = 1,4












































DO 40 1=1,4 




















C  WRITE MEMORY VALUES ONTO AN OUTPUT FILE
DO 1 11 = 1,LCMACS
DO 1 12=1,K
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